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Dean Accepts Post

Weber Relocates to St. Cloud
by Chris Tyler
Dr. Stephen L. Weber, Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences, has been appointed vice president of academic affairs at St. Cloud State University. Dean Weber's appointment is effective as
of July 1, 1984.
Dr. Weber stressed that his departure from Fairfield University was by no means due to dissatisfaction with the University. "I have enjoyed working with the students here. Fairfield is lucky to have
the talented, gifted students it does. The quality of the students has steadily improved from a strong
base. I am very pleased with the interest in new programs as well as support for the old ones. I have
also appreciated the advice and counsel of the Arts and Sciences Student Advisory Committee,"
commented Dean Weber.
Dean Weber came to Fairfield University in 1979. At that time he told the Search Committee that
he felt a five year term of office would be most beneficial all around. Dr. Weber reasoned that after
five years a certain degree of comfort with the existing system would set in. "When that happens
it's time to let someone with new ideas for improvement come in," said Dean Weber.
Dr. Weber said that he was looking forward to the new challenges that his position will offer him.
"As a dean you deal with a certain number of disciplines. As vice' president of academic affairs there
are new responsibilies—involvement with a greater number of colleges and a whole new range of
disciplines," said Dr. Weber.
According to Dean Weber, Kurt Schlichting, an Assistant Professor in the College of Arts and
Sciences, will be named as the acting Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences. Said Dr. Weber,
"I am very pleased with that decision. He should do very well. It was an excellent choice."
Dean Weber said that there were many considerations regarding his decision to go to St. Cloud
University. He stressed that he was interested in becoming involved again in the public sector. [St.
Cloud State University is a public college.] Dr. Weber noted that the state of Minnesota has a history of strong support for higher education. Dean Weber said that among other things, the size of
the job ahead of him was very appealing.
Dr. Weber said that he has been quite happy in his five year tenure at Fairfield University and
is quite pleased with the quality of the faculty at Fairfield. Said Dr. Weber, "Fairfield has a highly
talented faculty that is genuinely dedicated to teaching and to the growth and development of the
students. They've been gracious in welcoming my wife and I into the community and supporting
us while here. We will miss working with them."
While at Fairfield University Dean Weber has had many achievements. There has been a marked
increase in the number of students applying to the College of Arts and Sciences. A new communications minor was added and a new honors program was initiated.
Dr. Weber came to Fairfield University from the University of Maine at Orono. He served as assistant to the president and was an associate professor of philosophy.
Dean Web«r said that Fairfield University has been a good experience for him. He remarked, "In
summary I jve enjoyed my five years here. It has provided an occasion for us to grow and learn.
For this we .^re very grateful."

Dean Weber has recently accepted the position of vice-president at St. Cloud University in
Minneapolis, Minnesota.
[Photo by Gerry McPartland]

College Presents Awards
by Christine Ryan
A special Oak Room occurred Wednesday
night, April 25 as the College of Arts and
Sciences held its annual awards ceremony before a select group of students, guests, and
faculty.
The invitation-only banquet was hosted by Dr.

Petry Discusses Nicaraguan Experiences
by Denise Murphy
"My views on Nicaragua, my country, the
process of history and myself have been
changed forever," stated Professor Walter Petry
with great enthusiasm commenting on his four
month sabatical leave spent in Nicaragua. Sponsored by the Latin-American Caribbean Studies
Program, the event held on April 26 at 7:00 p.m.
attracted a crowd which filled the Nursing Auditorium. The historian delivered a lecture on his perception of the situation in this Third World nation,
which was preceeded by a documentary filmed
just a year ago by several American journalists
who had travelled through this strife-ridden
country.
"The people of Nicaragua are in the process
of discovering their history for the first time," began Petry. Knowledge of heroes like Augusto Sazar Sandino and their fight against foreign
military control was suppressed in the past. To-

day, the names of men such as these are drilled
into Nicaraguan students. Petry also remarked
that such phrases as "yankee imperilism" and
"capitalist intervention" used by the members of
Frente Sandinists de Liberacion Nacional (FSLN)
interviewed in the file are adequate labels for the
factors which prevent there people from determining for themselves the form of government
which best suits their resources.
"Every American president since Teddy
Roosevelt has intervened exceptions," Petry
voiced. He chose words of William Walker, a
filibuster invited to Nicaragua in 1856 by conservative, to explain the aim of all American inteventions since this time. Walker, upon entering
declared himself president of Nicaragua and
reinstituted slavery claiming that such a system
would be "reliable for tropical productions." Petry
stated, "Walker also called those of mixed Indian and Hispanic blood—those beautiful people
you saw in this film—the 'bane of the country.'

Such statements and. actions encapsulate the
condescending racist standpoint American of
policy even today."
"In Petry's opinion, "Reagan's foreign policy
is failing. It is a disaster in the first degree. He
is alienating an entire generation of Latin Americans who see Americans fighting to protect the
oligarchy of the past." He clarified, however, that
he did not see such policy as being confined to
either Democrats or Republicans, but a result of
the establishment's need to control the raw
materials of this area.
Petry again drew from the past to demonstrate
the ruthlessness of American intervention which
continues today. In 1937, the Nazis burned Guernica, a small town symbolic of the Basque people of Spain. "What people don't know," he
continued, "is that we beat the Nazis by ten
Continued on page 2

Stephen Weber, Dean of the College, and was
attended by President Aloysius P. Kelley, S.J.,
Distinguished Guest Willard Wallace of Wesleyan, award winners and members of the Dean's List.
Opening and congratulatory speeches were
given by both Dean Weber and President Kelley,
before Dr. Wallace delivered his address. Father
Kelley cited thr tremendous sacrifices made by
the achievers, and commended them on their
scholastic merit.
Dr. Wallace, historian and author of such books
as Appeal to Arms and Traitorous Hero discussed
goal-setting and the challenges that an academe
life can bring to a scholar. His remarks, spotted
with quotes from Lewis Carroll and others, were
well received by the attractive audience.
Rounds of applause were then offered to the
scholatic achievers and to the faculty members
present.
The presentation of awards followed, with the
respective members of the faculty giving short
explanations of the selection process and eligibility requirements of each aware.
Most of the awards were presented to graduating students, but many of the recipients were
underclassmen. Some of the awards were accompanied by cash bonuses, while others were
accompanied by gfts such as books and maps.
The History Department Special Service Award
was presented to both Thomas Barnds and Lee
Penyak, because of the difficulty of selecting one
winner. Most of the faculty presenters expressed
Continued on page 2

Regan Chosen Teacher Of The Year
by Thomas P. Moore

Itopia entertained the May Day Festival crowd with their reggae-style music over the Dog(Photo by Gerry McPartland]
wood weekend.

Alpha Sigma Nu tabulated the results of the
teacher of the year nominations and named
Professor Thomas J. Regan S.J. for the 83-84
term. The instructor of philosophy recently completed the requirements leading to his receiving
a Ph.D. in Philosophy from Fordham University.
The professor of four years is leaving the university to pursue further studies at the Weston
School of Theology in Boston. Well known on
campus for his tutoring in Philosophy and general counseling abilities, he served as a Housemaster on the floors of Regis IV for two years and
on Loyola III for one year.
The Boston College graduate of the class of
76, joined the Society of Jesus after he finished
his studies, attaining a double degree in History and Philosophy. As a Novictiate member of the
Society he served such diverse duties as
Chaplain at Massachusetts General Hospital, a

student abroad in India, social worker in Cambridge Mass., and teacher at Boston College
High School.
The Boston native then enrolled in the Fordham Graduate school to study Philosophy to
receive his doctorate. Enrolled in a four year program at the Graduate School, Regan moved from
the Jesuit House at Fordham University into Bellarmine Hall when it still was used to house
Jesuits, before St. Ignatious was used as the
Jesuit Residence.
After his first year at Fairfield, during which he
was still commuting to New York twice a week
for classes, Regan moved to Regis IV where he
served as Housemaster for two years. After living in Regis for that period of time, he moved
across the quad to Loyola III, serving as the only
housemaster in that dormitory.
The next step in the Jesuit's career entails four
Continued on page 2
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Sleep Eases Finals' Stress
by Karen Ponton R.N., M.A.
and Sheila Cox, S.N.
"R. and R." is a phrase we often use to mean
rest and relaxation or vacation from our jobs. Yet
few of us consider college our "job" and underestimate the amount of stress we face, especially around exam time. If we could weave a little
"R. and R." in between our exams, we may feel
alot better able to handle this stressful part of the
school year.
Rest, meaning sleep, does not seem to fit the
image of the healthy college person. A real student is supposed to "pull all-nighters." Actually,
many of us may have tried this but only a few
could make good use of this time or function effectively the next day. Since stress increases the
energy utilized by the body, rest is needed to
replenish this energy and bring a fresh mental
attitude to fight the stress.
Many of us view sleep as a luxury rather than
a necessity. By losing sleep, we are shortening
our attention span, becoming irritable, and more
prone to illness. It takes us longer to do things
because we aren't concentrating as well. This
only makes us feel more pressured.
Relaxation includes rest, meditation, or other
breaks from studying. It is only beneficial if your

work can truly be forgotten about for that period
of time. Relaxation decreases our blood pressure
and pulse and the amount of energy utilized by
the body. It relaxes our muscles and essentially
calms our bodies as well as our minds. Effective
relaxation promotes more effective work time.
Exercise can also be considered a form of
relaxation. It initially raises the blood pressure
and pulse .but promotes greater relaxation afterwards. It provides a great diversion from work
and strengthens the body.
All of this is ineffective in dealing with stress
without proper nutrition. Nutrition is something
that seems to be last on our priority list. Junk food
is our study companion. It wouldn't be so bad for
us if we also ate a well-balanced diet. Those four
food groups are not just for health food people.
All of us need those nutrients to maintain a
healthy body. Nutrition is our other great defense
against illness. Since stress increases our energy
requirements, we need to eat right to combat
stress.
Keeping ourselves balanced by getting
enough sleep, taking time to relax and exercise,
as well as eating right will maintain good health.
So include that 'R. and R." during exam time and
be prepared for the stress as well as your exams.

Students Select Regan
(Continued from page one)
years at theology school. A rigorous load of five
courses per semester will fill his schedule. Teaching part time at an area school will also be
wedged into his duties. After the first three years
of Theology School, ordination takes place.
Ths summer, Regan's itinerary includes a trip
to Germany to enroll in an eight week course at
the Goethe Institute.
Before entering the Society of Jesus, he knew
little of the university that he was destined to
serve in the philosophy department. He tells the
story, "When I entered the order one of my classmates was the valedictorian who graduated from
Fairfield that year." Relecting on his impressions
of Fairfield after his four year stay here Regan
commented, "B.C. and Fordham are in a more
urban atmosphere. Fordham has a very high
number of commuters, the place clears out on
the weekends."

When asked about Fairfield's reputation compard to its older brother institutions, he said,
"Fairfield is a rising star. It is no longer a safety
school for those trying to get into colleges. We're
starting to compete with first rate schools."
One glaring difference that he commented on
was the isolated attitude that the students have
here. "B.C. was very much a part of the city of
Boston. There should be more social awareness
on this campus." According to Regan, far to few
students are concerned about the poor.
Summing up hts experience here he said that
he would miss the place but he was ready to take
the next step on his way to becoming a priest.
He expressed a sincere interest in continuing to
teach. Where he will teach after getting his
masters in Divinity and Theology at Weston is
hard to say.
"I had four fabulous years here." he said as the
interview ended.

BOO'S
To the library for offering students 7 out-oforder microfilm machines and 3 functioning
machines during term paper season.
To the gnats in Regis' showers...the're almost
as annoying as final exams!
To leaving our friends behind for the summer
months...and to the Seniors' departure...come
back and see us next year!
A boo to the lack of sufficient Reading
Days...hopefully the Fall will bring more time to
study.
Boos to the Philistines who chanted burn, burn
burn as Loyola did...screw your heads on straight
people.

(Continued from page one)

two fleets on each side and an army bearing
down on them. These are not exactly even odds,"
claimed Petry.
Repeatedly Petry stressed that this is a gentle revolution. With such a large amount of people carrying arms it would be assumed that an
uprising against the government could easily ensue. However, Petry maintains that this is not the
nature of these people. They merely wish to be
free to develop their own political and econom-

Pre-Law
Summer College Institute
June 25-July 27,1984
Are you condsidering law school?
Experience a case analysis, legal method,
legal research and writing course taught by
law professors and librarians.
• Monday & Wednesday •Three-credit course—$455
Housing and meal plan
6:30-9:45 P.M.
are available
ojERSin.

'DGEPO^

University of Bridgeport Law Center
Division of Continuing Legal Education
Bridgeport, CT 06601 (203) 576-4641

Please forward program material for
Pre-Law
Summer College Institute
Name:
Address:
City:
State:
Zip:
Telephone: (INCLUDE AREA CODE) __

A cheer to the cooperation of the Boilermen... May Day ran smoothly thanks to you lending the staff your truck.
To Mike Amoroso's Birthday...It's coming, it's
really coming...etc.
To Tom Regan, S.J. for winning the Alpha Sigma Nu "Teacher of the Year" award...the University community is losing a great teacher.
To Spring Week... for funfilled activities everyday to celebrate the end of the year...
To one Reading Day to prepare for finals...
Two would be nice, .think about it. . .

Arts and Sciences Awards Find Recipients
(Continued from page 1)
difficulty in choosing just one person to be
recognized.
The Lieutenant William Koscher Award in Arts
and the College's Award in Science were both
presented by Father Aloysius P. Kelley, S.J. Salvatore Guerrera received the first and Rose Anne
Cecile LaBarre received the second.
The last four awards of the evening were the
specific awards for distinguished work in Humanbities, Arts, Natural Sciences and Social
Sciences. These were received by Cecile Mazzucco, Frank De Santo, Terri Misenti, and Scott
Grasso, respectively.
Among those cited more than once were Mary
Margaret Walsh, Cecile Mazzucco and Salvatore
Querrera.
The winners in order were Thomas J. Keenan,
Robert Squarito, Michael Sargent, Antonio
Chaves, Edward John Neth, Valy T. Goepfrich,
Tomas M. O'Gorman, Kathleen Ann Murphy,
Mary Margaet Walsh, Frank De Santo, Cecile
Mazzucco, Robert D. Levy, Colleen Collins, Gayle
Watterworth, Marybeth Curtis, Maureen Patton,

Petry Describes Sabbatical Leave
years. In 1927, the Marines bombed the small village of Okotal in order to ensure American interests. This was the first dive bombing of a
civilian target in history." Following this shocking
statement, Petry asked "Do you really think there
is a severe threat of competition from these people?" He pointed out that we are a nation of 240
million, while the Nicaraguans are one of 2.7 million. "Even with their Cuban imports, we have

CHEERS

ic life in peace. They are convinced that they will
win in defeating the counterrevolutionaries or
"contras" backed by our military for they are sure
that justice is on their side.
Lastly, Petry applauded the enthusiasm of the
youth of this region. He described their unified
efforts in preparing for the coffee harvest. The
youth are not apathetic, but conscious of the
necessary sacrifices, and accordingly volunteer
their services.
It is Petry's belief that religious dedication as
exists in Nicaragua as well proves the relative
nonviolent nature of the revolution. "Other revolutions have lined up priests and shot them,"
claimed Petry. Nicaraguan revolutionaries, in
contrast, embrace Christianity. It is this religious
fervor which aids them in their plight.

Mary Akiyama, Joseph Dornfried, Thomas
Barnds, Lee Penyak, Joseph Wheeler, Elaine
Seravalli, ErickWilberding, Donna Oliverio, Cynthia Petruzzello, Joanne Taylor, Lucia Mercurio,
Eileen Sheridan, Maureen O'Reilly, Ruth Farrell,
Salvatore Guerrera, Colleen Dreyfus, Nancy
Drake, Timothy Brady and Raymond Holland III,
(co-recipients) Glenn York, Rose Anne Cecile LaBare, Terri Misenti, and Scott Grasso.
The guests were served wine, cheese, and
crackers, and were warned by Rev. Vincent Murphy S.J. to keep in mind that Connecticut's
drinkng age "is still twenty." the guests, however
were not required to wear colored wrist bands.

Court Backlogs
by Christine Ryan
Any student who is subject to discipline from
now until the end of the year no longer has the
option of appearing before the Student Court.
According to Henry Krell, the court has ceased
reviewing new cases because of a backlog and
because as of April 18, the new justices were being selected. Any offending student now appears
before the Judicial Officer, Jean Osborne.
Even though the court is in session, Dean Krell
quoted the student handbook which states that
the court option may be suspended during the
time "preceding and during vacations" and when
they are in the midst of administrative changes.
If a very serious event takes place from now
until the end of the semester, an administrative
board of four people may be chosen, since the
faculty may be hard to reach.
In assessing the Student Court's role this year,
Krell cited the fact that there were many more
cases to review than in the past. First semester
consisted of underage drinking violations, whereas second semester was more serious alcoholrelated violations usually.

the
courage to try
is all
you need
to . . .

MAKE A DIFFERENCE
. . . in the lives,
faith, and
development
of peoples.
FOR MORE INFORMATION-

BROTHERS OF HOLY CROSS
Bro JohnZick CSC
R D #3 Box 113 Vaialie. NY 12184

(518) 784-3481
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lEDlTORIALSl
End Of Year Analysis
The freedom of summer months approaches and the completion of the term sits as
the obstacle that must be hurdled in order to achieve three months of sun baked relaxation. Looking closer at those June, July and August months of the year, most of us will
be working to earn some of the funds enabling us to pay the annually rising fee attached
to our nine month stay here in Southern New England. Others may mix their summertime with studying by combining a course or two with a summer job.
An interesting paradox arises when the summer seems so close, exams are even closer.
This time of year grips us for all we are worth and at the same time the academic crunch
hits us, the social life on campus expands exponentially. The one time of year that we
could seriously use a weekend in the library coincides with Dogwood, May and Spring
weather.
To say that these events are the highpoints of the school year can be done without exaggeration. Sun-burned faces rekindle memories of tans from spring break. People flock
outdoors to toss frisbees, drink beers, play softball and just relax. Hordes of exposed bodies sprawl themselves on the grass all over campus.
Every element of Fairfield shifts into high gear in the months of April and May. Academic, social and every other mode of existence here is warmed out of its hibernetic,
slowed pace brought on by months of below freezing temperatures and frozen mud.
Variety makes life exciting. If Fairfield was moved into the most temperate part of
Southern California, we would bask in temperatures in the mid 70's all year round. The
special aura that the arrival of spring brings would be lost. New England's varying climate provides a therapy for our emotions. Bearing down and pulling each other through
the blasts of winter makes us appreciate what spring offers us.
Reflecting on this time of year leads one to conclude that this is the most dynamic and
challenging period of the term. These are the best and the worst of times. Exams bring
on the worst while social life blooms into its best ever.
What is the issue here? A time of year is what is being analyzed. One could say it is
the most exciting of the seasons as everything accelerates into a frenzy.
Remember those feelings when we are once again confronted by the greyness of winter
mornings in the middle of a seemingly unending semester. It is not easy to resist the temptation to drop everything and revel in the 'Fairfield Rite of Spring' but a firm grasp should
be kept on the fact that this is a very important time of year. Considering how highly weighted the grades we receive at this time of year truly are, a conscientious student would
acknowledge this by doing the best that he or she can.
.

Bid Farewell To Seniors
With exams now upon us, I'm sure everyone
is busy preparing for the close of another school
year. We are all just but worn out from writing
term papers, searching for summer jobs and
hustling off to the library to do some important
last minute studying. As summer approaches we
should take some time to relax and take a look
at what we'll be leaving behind.
As we leave Fairfield we breath a sigh of relief;
another year of studies complete, we turn our
thoughts to other things. But what of the seniors?
Are we so involved with studies and spring
celebrations that we've forgotten to bid our
friends and classmates farewell?
The seniors, more that any of us, look on the
end of the year with anxiety as worries and anticipation of future employment weigh heavily on
them. They need our encouragement and support as they struggle to complete the last few exams of their college lives.
Many of us will be facing this same situation
next year—the eagerness, the pressure, the

Letter Policy

The Mirror welcomes the opinions
and comments of its readers. Letters
to the Editor can be submitted to
Box AA or to the Mirror office in the
ground floor of Gonzaga.
All letters to the Mirror must follow the policy set forth by the Editorial Board.
1. Letters must be relevant and timely.
2. Letters must be typewritten on a 20-65
margin, double spaced.
3. Letters must be received by 6:00 p.m.
Saturday evening for publication the following Thursday.
4. To insure publication every letter must be
signed. With Mirror permission, author's
name may be withheld.
5. Upon submission, letters become Mirror
property.
6. The Mirror reserves the right to edit all
letters. Letters must be free of personal attacks, inaccurate factual
material, and all libel.
7. Letters which contain personal arguments or replies should be conducted on
a face to face basis, so that room can be
reserved for more generalized topics.
8. The Executive Board shall determine by
majority vote which letters shall appear.
The Board's decision is final.

headaches (is it from too much studying or too
many beers?) We juniors are filled with a mixture
of jealously and sympathy as we watch another
graduating class leave. We imagine ourselves in
that situation and wonder "What will it be like
when I graduate?"
Still, it seems so far away and more pressing
thoughts pry their way into our minds. But for this
year's seniors the time is now and they cannot
help thinking about what they will do when they
leave Fairfield University, not just for the summer,
but forever. In a way the whole world is opening
up for them, but in another, one small world is
closing.

KtflolCl. I

Reply To Reading Day Proposal
To the Editor:
I am writing to hopefully clarify your questions
concerning the proposed second Reading Day.
First let me give you a brief history of the Reading Day situation. There is a clause in the Faculty
Handbook which states that students should
have four days between the last class day and
the first day of finals for study. That is a policy.
There was a time when those four days were
used properly. However, a few years ago members of the Administration witnessed the abuse
of more than one Reading Day. On one night in
particular students were observed tossing soda
machines from windows and wreaking havoc on
campus. That is the justification for cutting the
time to one day.
In February 1983, then F.U.S.A. President, Sean
McAulifee, and I submitted a proposal to the
University Council for another Reading Day. The
Council passed the proposal unanimously with
the support of administrators, Dean William
Schimpf, Dean Phyllis Porter, Mr. James Fitzpatrick, and Mr. John Hickson. Faculty members
agreeing included Dr. James Mullan, Dr. Pat
Jenkins, Dr. Al Pulito, and Ms. Joan Fleitas. The
students steering the policy were Luke Stanton,
Linda Sartorio, Kathy Doherty, and myself.
In response to the Council's vote, Rev.
Christopher F. Mooney sent the following memo
to the Council: (see attached)
Since that time, I have rebutted all of Father
Mooney's stipulations. This issue cannot be addressed haphazardly, though. Students in the
past reacted to problems instead of initiating
responsible dialogue. Father Mooney has been
open to our ideas on various other issues i.e. the
valedictorian issue. As Fairfield becomes more
academically challenging, it is evident that
another Reading Day is needed. It is our responsibility, however, to convince the whole community of our sincere intentions.
Sincerely,
Fran Kenneally
F.U.S.A. President

1. There is one less week of school in our fall
semesters than in our spring semesters.
The result is that in the fall only six days are
scheduled for examinations, instead of the
seven scheduled in the spring. Hence even
if it were desirable to have a reading day in
the middle of the spring semester, this
would not be possible in the fall semester
without adding an extra day to the examination schedule.
2. Examinations are never scheduled for the
last day of the fall semester, which in 1983
falls on Thurdays, December 22nd. This
day at the end of the examination period
has always been kept free by the Registrar
in the event of a school closing because of
snow in the midst of the exam period. This
day allows a one day cushion in which examinations might take place if such a day
is lost during the exam period.
3. In every exam schedule, whether in the
spring or in the fall, there has always in fact
been a second reading day, namely the
Sunday which always falls in the middle of
the examination period.
4. The Registrar informs me that two-thirds of
scheduled exam time is free for any given
student. Hence it does not seem to be critical, from the point of view of available time,
for a student to have an added day free.
5. Of twenty-four Jesuit schools surveyed last
year, none had a reading day in the midst
of examinations, except Sunday.
6. No Fairfield student need take more than
two exams on any given day, unlike students in many other schools. Also, at least
three hours separate exams given on the
same day.

Groundwork for Tomorrow
Now that a new F.U.S.A. president has been inaugurated and his cabinet has been chosen, it
is time to review the past administration under
Bob Sullivan and see exactly what the former
F.U.S.A. president proposed in his platform early
in 1983 and what he accomplished during his
term in office.
Under the academic category, Sullivan had
hoped to attain a second reading day during finals, to make the teacher evaluation more coherent and to change the registration policy. The
second reading day idea has been proposed and
accepted by many administrators and teachers
alike, yet it was rejected by Rev. Christopher
Mooney, S.J. for several reasons (see letter below). The new teacher evaluations fell victim to
computer malfunctions both semesters this year,
so the students haven't had a chance to determine their coherence. The registration policy has
been changed and seems to be slowly catching
on.
The social areas of Sullivan's platform centered on theme programming. Many of Sullivan's
proposed events didn't center around drinking
but rather around the theme (Cabaret Night, Las
Vegas Night), so that the change in drinking age
has no effect on the suggested events. Most of
Sullivan's social ideas were followed through,
and they seemed to please everyone involved.
The general area proposals included Sullivan's
idea of a book fair, which was overlooked this
semester, yet will be held early in September. The
idea of a temporary cashier never came to life
due to the Book Store's reluctance to house such
a project. The proposed F.U.S.A. scholarship was
begun under Sullivan and now contains $2500,

which will be awarded to the winner within the
next week. These funds were raised completely
by fund raising activities, with Air Band and The
Beach Party raising especially large amounts.
Bob Sullivan had many good ideas in his platform, some of which were accomplished, some
not. Sullivan seems to have laid the groundwork
for the new president to work with, and Kenneally
seems more than willing to act on those issues
not completed by Sullivan.
The second reading day idea is still being
labored with, and Kenneally hopes to work this
problem out soon. The new improved teacher
evaluations will be seen next semester if all works
well. The current registration process is the most
feasible for now, so it will be maintained under
Kenneally.
Social events under the new administration will
continue the same idea of theme programming
for students of all ages, because these have
proven to be successful in the past.
Kenneally will act on the book fair idea, which
will give students an open market on books in the
Oak Room next semester. The temporary cashier
is Sullivan's biggest regret of not having accomplished, yet Kenneally is working hard to find
some sort of alternative for the Barney machine.
The F.U.S.A. scholarship will continue to be supported under the new administration, and Kenneally hopes to keep it going for years to come
by investing the money raised in University
accounts.
We at The Mirror hope that Kenneally will act
on the issues not attained during the past administration. Sullivan provided the frame work,
now Kenneally must build upon this, and with student support, he will.
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Students Undecided On Election

REBUTTAL

by Brendan Goodrich
Mr. Goodrich is a sophomore from Wallingford,
Connecticut.
I do not usually fall into the apathetic group,
but this year none of the Presidential candidates
has impressed me as a glittering example of
truth, justice, fairness, and intelligence.
With all due respect to the candidates, I do believe each of them displays some portion of the
above qualities, however, none of them strike me
as holding a large portion.
President Reagan's policy in Central America
is both very unpopular and down right sneaky.
(How would you feel if Canada began mining our
harbors).
Senator Hart (from Colorado), inspired by his
vision of the late John F. Kennedy and his earthshaking speeches at Yale University, has tried to
use the same old ideas in his "New Ideas" campaign. Unfortunately, Hart is not Kennedy.
Mondale is a loud mouth, who complains that
his opponent Gary Hart lacks The Beef, when
in fact his own ideas are nothing more than old
fashion rhetoric far from being 100% lean.
Reverend Jesse Jackson is by far the best
speaker of the bunch and his ideas, though
utopian-like, should be tested in a lower office
such as a Cngressman or Senator, rather than
in the White House.
This poll was taken a month ago, with a random sampling from all the dorms on campus. It
includes 148 students, divided evenly among the
sexes. If you still have not decided, many in your
fellow student body were not definite about their
choices either.

1. If you had to vote today whom would you choose for
the Presidency?
RONALD REAGAN (R)

73 votes (49.65%)

WALTER MONDALE (D)
GARY HART (D)

18 votes (12.25%)
51 votes (34.01%)

JESSE JACKSON (D)

6 votes (4.09%)

Total

by Greg Betchkal

148 votes (100.00%)

2. Regardless of who your choice was whom do you think
stands the best chance of winning the Presidential
Election?
RONALD REAGAN (R)

125 votes (84.4%)

WALTER MONDALE (D)
GARY HART (D)

9 votes (6.1%)
14 votes (9.5%)

JESSE JACKSON (D)

0 (0.0%)

Total

148 votes (100.00%)
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America's Peacemakers Are Here
by Frank O'Brien
After recovering for nearly a decade from the
shame they undeservedly earned in Vietnam, the
United States Special Forces, better known as
the Green Berets, are staging a comeback. After attaining a peak strength of 13,000 in the late
1960s and hitting an alltime low of 3,600 a few
years ago, the Green Berets are now 5,000

strong. The Special Forces clean reputation was
destroyed in the 1960s in Southeast Asia when
they were ordered to do some of the C.I.A.'s dirtywork.
Unfortunately, a large segment of the American population still sees the average Green Beret
as a bloodthirsty killer who does nothing other
than kill innocent Asian civilians. Nothing could
be further from the truth. Special Forces recruits

Upon reading Richard Carr's article Elections:
Democracy Or Myth in last week's Mirror, I first
thought I had accidentally picked up the previous issue of the Morron. After further reflection
I speculated on the possibility that Mr. Carr was
describing a Foreign country. Unfortunatley I was
wrong. Rich was describing what he perceived
to be the election system of our country. Most of
his assumptions were incorrect and many of the
facts which he implied to be impossible have already occurred.
The main tenor of his argument was that the
ruling class of the United States, the top 5%, controlled the elections. He pointed out the near impossibility for a third party to get on the ballot.
Numerous statistics were cited which supported
his argument. However, the truth is that a third
party candidate, John Anderson, did run for the
highest office in our land. Mr. Anderson was on
the ballot in all 50 states and in addition received
money from the government to help defray campaign costs.
It was also stated that there are unfair practices
as far as media coverage is concerned, namely
the exclaim of third party candidates. What
seemed to be suggested was that some type of
law be enacted so that the media would be forced
to cover everyone who announced his or her candidacy. Personally I still favor freedom of the
press. There is no conspiracy among today's
newspeople to omit third party candidates. If
these people are newsworthy they will receive
their just print.
Mr. Carr also spoke of our nation's need for
"revolutionary reconstruction of society." Who is
screaming for this change? We are a self governing people and if there is an urgent need for
change, our representatives will surely know
about it.
Lastly, it is we the people who place politicians
in office. It is our duty to ourselves and to the rest
of the nation to choose the best man or woman
for the job. When in office these officials are our
representatives. Our country has been formulated in such a way that we can remove them from
office via elections, recalls and impeachments.
Rich correctly, wrote, "Ronald Reagan (I need
not say who he represents)." I know as well as
the rest of the country that Reagan represents
not only the rich, but we—the people.

come from the top 3% of the Army's volunteers,
the test scores they are required to have are
higher than those required for officer candidates.
Green Beret recruits must be fluent in at least
one foreign language as well. Their intensive intelligence and operations course is so demanding that many colleges will award 9 credits to their
students who were former Green Berets for its
completion.
Strangely, perhaps due to the leftist orientation
of America's media, the good works of the Green
Berets are often over-looked. Special Forces
units operating in foreign countries in wartime
have given medical treatment to and have con- Mr. Betchkal is a sophomore from Cleveland, Ohio
structed medical facilities for native civilians,
along with building them water and sanitation
I
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\
systems. A sizeable percentage of the Special
Forces' budget and resources goes to humanitarian purposes. These humane efforts, combined
with their superb combat ability, make the SpeIT'S WORTH
cial Forces an elite group of which the people of
the United States can be justly proud.
LOOKING INTO

[MIRROR!

Mr. O'Brien, a double major in Politics and History, is from East Hartford, Connecticut.
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PREGNANT?
"This Time—Elect A President'
by David E. Sleasman
There is another candidate for president in this
election. He is not exactly conservative, but has
a lot in common with Ronald Reagan and his dislike for Jimmy Carter. But he is certainly no leftist.
He owns a printing press up in the mountains of
New Hampshire and prints anything from "Nuclear Power Is Safer Than Sex" and "Feed Jane
Fonda to the Whales" or "Ted Kennedy for
Lifeguard."
He is the Lyndon Larouche. In 1980 Larouche's
campaigning clinched 177, 784 Democratic votes,
or .9% of the national turnout. He has saved over
$1 million, is expected to qualify again for
federal matching funds-and has kicked off a fervent campaign in Pennsylvania, and plans to
enter 15 more primaries.
Larouche's career began in 1948, when he
joined the Trotskyite Socialist Workers Party. In
1969 he founded the National Caucus of Labor
Committees. Then, in 1973, he swung to the right
and his supporters launched operation 'mop-up'.
Today his Democratic Policy Committee numbers
over 30,000 members—although the government
estimates the actual membership to be as low as
450.
The Democratic party disowns Larouche's
branch of the Democratic establishment. Chairman Charles Manatt has called them a "fanatical cult.' Larouche supporters dismiss the
national party as a "tool for the lesbians and radical caucuses."
Larouche claims that his own program offers
an alternative to the likes of Mondale and Hart.
He states these two men as synthetic candidates

'•

rehearsed and made in a factory. Larouche intends to enter at least 15 primaries, in addition
to this, his organization plans to field 2,000
"Larouche Democrats" in state and local elections. You do have a choice.

and need help...
trtfjrtgfjt
238 JEWETT AVENUE
BRIDGEPORT, CONN. 06606

CALL 372-2777
10:00-4:00
Mon. — Fri.
Free Pregnancy Test
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Two Roads
Diverged
by Richard Swietek
and
Richard K. Mealey
This is it.
Our scholastic careers have been tough. Sixteen years of teachers scattering seed on us. Most of it took, flowered. May 20 is the harvest. We show what
we've produced, we make careers of what we've brought together.
Especially of what we've brought together from the last few years. We specialized in cultivating certain seeds, certain talents.
And finally—celebration, harvest time—this is it. This is what we've worked
towards for sixteen years.
But is it all? What else are we going to take away with us besides the household appliances, the clothing—and that which we've gathered together?

Hopefully the most important thing that will come away with us is the memory
of friends and times we've share together, in class and out.
We doubt that anyone in the class of 1984 will carry on serious or humourous
discussions of negative space, the Russian culture or Nietzsche (even though
we all know what a party-stopper the mere mention of his name is). But you can
bet everyone's going to remember the parties they went to, and all the people
they committed little white crimes with.
We will hopefully want to remember everything we've gathered together in the
classroom, while we're on the job. But everything we've collected outside the
classroom—it's not for the career. It's for ourselves that we save all those pictures from Dogwoods past—and for whoever we went with. These are the friendships, we're told, that will last a lifetime, and we believe they're right when they
tell us so.
What we've learned away from the classroom—how we deal with others and
call them friends—is as important as what we've learned in the classroom. It
came in handy; it was relief when the book-learning loomed too large above us
We could always round up the gang and head for the naut after beating your
head against a physics text. And, in a few cases, intimacy.A shoulder to lean
on, c-r just someone to listen to whatever was on the chest.
It'll take some getting used to—finally leaving school and, seemingly, your
friends, behind. It may seem like 'two roads diverged in a wood...'. It may seem
like you're going to be alone on the path you chose.
But you know deep down, or you should know, that the pictures you kept in
your mind alongside the classroom learning won't fade. If you don't want them
to. And don't be deceived by the sudden distance between you and your friends.
There will most likely be a phone close by at all times. And you can find them
if you dig deeply enough.
There will be more than a few tears shed just after the ceremony is over, the
feelings of exhilaration at finding something new, and the thought of losing something old, won't be easy to deal with. Unless—
Unless we remember that graduation is only a separation of miles—not
memories.

.
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Set The World On Fire
by Rev. William J. Cullen, S.J.

Fr. Bill Cullen is known to just about every student on campus, and on this, his 30th year
out of college, he remembers how much his world has changed, and how much we can
change ours.

"There is a time for everything, and a season
for every activity under heaven." Anniversaries
are a time for reminiscing, for looking back to
remember and to evaluate the people and events
that have brought us to the present moment,
whence we can redirect the course of our lives
for the future.
Thirty years ago in a scorching June sun a
skinny, young man ascended the stage at Boston
College to receive his diploma from the hands
of the beloved Archbishop of Boston. Thirty years
and sixty pounds later, that man is neither young
nor skinny. The world he lives in is not the same
either.
The Korean War had ended, according the nation a respite from casualty reports and endless
peace negotiations. An aging president played
golf, unaware that the country was living on the
cutting edge of revolution that would affect
almost every aspect of American life. The revolution was not long in coming.
Sputnik made educators blush. The groves of
academe came alive with new theories and new
movements. The youngest man ever to be elected to the White House aroused optimism and
hope. A young singer from Memphis shocked a
nation with his pelvic gyrations and changed the
course of pop music. Not to outdone, four hirsute
muppets arrived on American shores who wanted only to "hold our hands", but won our hearts
as well. A handful of advisors entered a country
little known to most Americans, inaugurating an
era of discontent from which the nations has not

Thanks For The Memories
by Maureen Marseglia
The Mirror asked me to write an article for the
Senior issue. How could I ever explain four years
at college in just a few short paragraphs? I decided to make a list of some of the things that made
me laugh and the people I laughed with.
The Triple, Kathy, Donna, Deidre, Tin Whistle,
tractors, H.O.T.B., maypole in the quad, Johnny
B. Goode, EIGY POCR OFF, hostage parade,
"You're such a lightweight.", Bob Gribbon, Continental breakfast, Bowdeen, Tom McKennaand
midnight football, Keith, Chip, Lee, Sal, darts,
waterfights, Fitz 101, kites, Lisa, Sue, The
Elephant Walk, Brian, Greg, Jame, Mike, Paul,

7-Eleven, lost in the quad, Joanie, Kate, Marg,
tree and car in G227, Northwest cocktail hour, "A
Loser is...", U2, Liz's popcorn popper, The Kids
are Alright, Maggie, Sue, Mary, Barbie and Ken
dolls, Bob's toaster oven, cheese hotdogs, Blow
it up!, Pearl Harbor, "There's a snail in the
waterbed", Slammers, Sal, Chago, Tommy,
"Oops I missed!", Scott, "I hope you two aren't
here alone", Gino, poor man sandwiches, Rich,
Rick, John, Brian, The Reservoir, wrestling,
Oreos and beer, towels on doors, New Years Eve,
"I did a bad thing." St. Louis Missouri, Dr. Fine
and Euler's birthday, Father Bill, G-3 floor parties, Road Trips, Late Nite with David Letterman,
The Bridge, pitmen, Liz, Mary, Sheri, Susan, Norway's sidewalks, The Last Hurrah, Michelle,

schnapps, Angus and Harp on tap, "in search of
cheeseburgers", Jenny, microphones, Scoping,
"The corsage goes on the strap", boyscout uniforms, "such nice boots he has, he has." Anna,
The Seventh keg, The Naut, backgammon, Jamie's convertible, Surfside, Bruce Juice, the
point, O'Briens, take-out Chinese, Al's place,
"you are the derivitive", clowns, EDP, Ellie-moe,
"never say never", Babs...l ran out of room.

yet fully recovered. Then a fatal bullet in Dallas.
Hopes faded as Camelot fell.
Meanwhile in Rome, the consistory of cardinals elected a seventy-nine year old man to warm
the See of Peter until a younger, more competent man could be found to govern a modern Roman Catholic Church. The septuagenarian's
summoning of an ecumenical council sparked
aspirin and Alka Seltzer sales in clerical circles
throughout the world. The modern Church would
never be the same. In the American South, a
courageous black woman refused to move to the
rear of the bus, and Black America marched to
Washington to demand the fulfillment of a dream.
Woodstock and Watergate, Vietnam and Valium,
Sputnik and Superman, all had changed our
world—for better or for worse.
At the root of all these changes are human
freedom and human choice. Awesome freedom
is our heritage personally, culturally, and politically. Over the past thirty years, men and women in parliaments and in executive suites, in
laboratories and on campuses, in churches and
in councils have made decisions that changed
our world drastically and dramatically.
Some decisions were well-informed, based on
compassion, and decided for the common good
of the human family throughout the world.
Formed in the light of human wisdom and divine
grace, men and women had within themselves
the power to change the course of human events.
Other decisions were made in the darkness of
solipsistic self-interest. As a result of these
choices, people suffer, nations fight, cities are
destroyed, and hunger prevails in a world that
has the power to feed itself.
To be sure, our world will not be the same thirty
years from now. What will make the world different in the year 2014 is the intellectual acuity of
the 1984 graduates, their enlightened free
choice, and their hearts sensitized to the needs
of others.
"Go, and set the world on fire..." with intelligence and wisdom, with love and compassion,
with courage and hope. "There is a time for
everything, and a season for every activity under heaven."
Rev. William J. Cullen, S.J.
Fairfield UniversityOffice of Campus Ministry

JOB
OPPORTUNITIES
for certified & uncertified teachers
Ifyou are a college graduate and interested in considering a career in teaching, we will be happy
to discuss opportunities available in your area of
interest. We can be of assistance even to those
graduates not majoring in education as many of
the schools we serve are private schools which
do not require certification.
•k

*

*

*

Hundreds of September teaching vacancies
available in CT, NY, New England and other states.
■k

*

* *

Servicing public, private and parochial schools.
* * * *

Over 6,000 educators placed since 1965
* * * *

Free registration - no charge unless placed.
Call us for a registration form and additional information.

FAIRFIELD TEACHERS AGENCY
Box 1141, Fairfield, CT 06430
(203) 333-0611 or 335-3869
To hell with finals. I'm a senior.
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Learning To Stand Up And Speak Out
by Michael S. Guarnieri
It was four years ago when I began my career
here at Fairfield. During that time, many great
and not so great things have happened. It is my
intentions today to reflect on four years and to,
hopefully, demonstrate to you that I have in fact
learned something.
The major thing Fairfield has given me is op-

portunity; and this it gives to all of us. It is the few
of us who accept this opportunity and plow headlong into new and uncharted areas who can truly
feel triumphant at the end of a college career.
Among the many opportunities Fairfield has
given me is the ability to meet people who have
affected life in our state, country, and world. In
four years, a partial list of people I've met, and
hopefully learned from, goes something like this:
(in no particular order) George Bush, Leonard

Mike Guarnieri was a member of the College Republicans, The Mirror, and was extremely
active in campus politics.

Paoletta, Toby Moffett, Mike Boguslawski, Gerald Ford, John Kenneth Galbraith, Chris Dodd,
Lowell Weicker, James Buckley, Bill Buckley,
George Will, George McGovern, Ed Koch,
Caspar Weinberger, Michael Novak, Fr. Robert
Drinan, Barber Conable, Alice Rivlin, Stew
McKinney, Arnaud de Borchgrave, Dick Bozzutto,
Prescott Bush, J. William Fulbright, Joseph
Califano, Anthony Prisendorf, Barry Rosen, F.
Lee Bailey, and Clare Boothe Luce.
Where else but in college could one have the
opportunity to meet and hear such dynamic and
controversial thinkers, scholars, and politicians?
My political activities on campus pretty much
speak for themselves; my views have made people think I'm nuts and made people think I'm terrifice, but most of all, they've made people think,
and that, in the end, is why I do what I do.
In non-political areas, the biggest thing noticed
is the average Fairfield student's unwillingness
to take a stand and get involved in a movement.
Students are reluctant to question the authority
of fellow students, professors, and the administration. As a conservative, I have the utmost
respect for authority and detest the ridiculous
and child-like behavior of students in the '60s, but
I must say that students at Fairfield are allowing
bad things to happen at the school; things that
they could do something about if they wanted to.
I was reading the Dartmouth Review the other
day and came across an editorial that I find perfectly applicable to Fairfiled. "From time to time
here at Dartmouth, I have been disturbed to see
normally courageous young men and woman
browbeaten into keeping their mouths shut in the
face of sheer stupidity at the College, be it in the

classroom (or anywhere else). Primarily, students
are reluctant to disagree or speak up because
they are afraid that the Dean's office will concoct
some outrageous rule that they have supposedly
infringed upon, or because they are afraid that
some unscrupulous professor will dock them a
grade or so."
Why do students allow crazy things to happen
at Fairfeild? Why are they afraid to speak up?
Speaking up may get you in trouble and it will
certainly cause people to call you names, but you
cannot experience the sweetness of victory or the
satisfaction and joy that comes from knowing that
a wrong was righted because of you, unless you
risk the name-calling and the possible trouble.
I have done things that have made me unpopular with some faculty and with some students. I have also experienced joy beyond your
wildest dreams because I have changed people's
minds about certain issues and 1 have made certain members of the faculty and administration
realize that maybe there are two sides to a question and that they may not always be on the right
side, if there is a "right" side.
There are certain times when injustices are occuring and the student must say, "Stop." There
are times you must approach the administration
and say, "We both know that what has happened
was wrong and so why don't you admit it so that
we can arrive at a mutually satisfactory conclusion."
By going out on a limb and saying these
things, you risk failure and ridicule by your peers.
You also entitle yourself, however, to a remarkable happiness and satisfaction that your opponent will never have.

PREPARED
TAKE

The University of Bridgeport's •
Test Preparation Class

LSAT

(Law School Admissions Test)
May 12 - June 9
Saturdays 9:00 - 11:30 a.m.
For Information call 576-4143
>^ERSI7>

/

OCEPOS

METROPOLITAN
VULLEAjr E BRIDGEPORT
Tuition is going up
so is room and board
even books cost more.
Let us help
As an Olsten Temp you
can earn the money
this summer you'll
need for next fall.
CALL TODAY!

TEMPORARY SERl/ICES
HARTFORD
ENFIELD
NEWINGTON
NEW HAVEN
SPRINGFIELD

549-5544
741-0713
666-6696
777-4477
781-1555

When you're pkkm
an Apple, make sure it's
Mr. Boston!
New Apple Schnapps from Mr. Boston.
Zesty, fresh and delicious. It's the pick of the crop.
54 PROOF CARAMEL ADDED PRODUCED BY MR BOSTON DISTILLERS. OWENSBORO. KY. ALBANY. GA C 1983
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F.U.S.A. Proposes
Drinking Alternatives

by Da it Scott
SUM Writer
After las! semester s
ihai the return ol tde shutti'
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demand and Nrw.cia! '
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ess the maio'
mporary
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by Lucia Mercurlo
Staff Writer
Tonight is ihe nighl for all ol
Fairiieid's punk rockers to come
out of the closet and into the Oak
Room the Ramones will take the
stage lor the SEC sponsored miniconcert and keep everyone c
Ing with Iheir upbeat rock and roll

n the us* worn
Altar an indepth explanation ol
venous theories which have
evolved in the field ol psychoanalysi*. Fr. Richardson conclud
ed. "Psychoanalysis does not
have at IIa purpose lo bring man
and women to God, II does not
have as its purpose
happy.. the purpose ot psychoanalysis is to understand those
signltiers In one's hie lhat deter
mine one's history .
Fr Richardson continued. That
both the patient and therapist re
main committed by the will lo
know Mams lo me to be the

WWh a lagging economy competition for fops Is tierce. arV
seniors are having a harder '
finding fobs
This past fall, th>
Center instituted '
I hose studer"
campus
systi
Systei.
Accoi ^^J
. 1 Laurence
CVNell, di ^^ the Counseling
Canter, "Lt. ,i Ihe old system of
the first-come.
dents were gelling In line at 3:30
am lo be able lo sign up lor interviews with companies i
ihey were interested. This placed
a strain on the physical Stability of
students and often Interfered not
only with studies, but also <
interviews If the student happened
to have one schedule* for thai
day. For these mesons, we decided

before Punk Rock took America by
siorm a couple ol years ago. but
by now thai' popularity has increased Their music has '
ed basically the same, danceabla
punk rock-nroii They fregui
rock clubs, ptaymg music that is i
remake ot tunes and lyrics p
in the fillies, anablin

rush, it a an indication ol whai
they want," Tim stated
Last Tuesday, February 16. SEC
ran a Ramones night in the StagHer Students danced lo Punk and
Rerjae tunes, and promotional
Ramones signs were given out, to

Airwaves." their new hit single. Doors Even
has had airplay on FM ttationj keyboard interludes echo the
L Door's tunas
across the country fccomDj
en though Fairtieid seems
ol both old and
crazed. SEC hopes to keep '

What The
tear, hard*
Punk Njght is also
The Ramones concern will
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Coach Diane Nolan leached a
new plateau llns week
When he> Lady Slags downed
New Hampshire Sunday 72-62 in
Alumni Hall. Nolan registered her
tooth win as a head coach. The
win capped an outstanding week
for the Lady Stags as they tool.
three contests lor their louiih win
Fairfield defeated a tough
Queen's club In Flushing last
Wednesday 71-66 and then put
back lo back home wins together
against conference toe Foroham
on Friday, 75-71 and Ihe University

those students who are net sched
uled do not have points deducted
Ft O Neil stales, "So far. Ihis
program has been effective, and
we.have had the iaroesi response
teamaie. Patrice Wallace scored
10 and dished out a team high 8
assils Another fieshman 5'9"
toward Susie'MacMuNan added 9
poinls and pulled- down 7 re
Against Fordham. playing wilh
out sophomore Moor leader Caro
tyn Hodges, the Lady Slags received a superb performance from
|unle
f,g re
aita
Goerke Goerke, one of the linest
pure shoolers in Ihe MAC hit on 7
points Wnile Goerke worked the
perimeter. Fields dominated down
low hilling 8 lor 11 netlmg 20
points and grabbing 16 rebound*

nglea
alons.
In inlra
jifeyball played
this past
«ek. here are
results. In ihe Women's League. In
games played last Monday night,
II was Ihe CTG's defeating the
Fairfield 69eis'. the Mixed Nuts
over Fear itsoit and the Brochettes

and you ii
Since tub competition is so
oul to a quick 12-2 lead oetore
Fairfield switched (torn a zone
defense lo man lo rn=n fhev had
some sharp shooter
was being lorn apat
' bul once we went
able it

lound FTSM beating
Kelley's Angels. Ihe Ground
Lounge over the Wracking Crew,
NINJA getting by the Mad Halters,
and Benchworld over Fortune.
I racquetball leatured
some fierce competition this pest
week, and the winners are as
follows: In women's singles plays,
Wendy Le Moyna, Julie Corcoran,
■hath Kennv and Pat Ca/uccl

fails to hold togcu
unified product I
attempt at wr
ching them lo musiJI
not worthy ol yi
•no participate i
ton. inner IUD« water pon
leel Ihai they are
pong, racquetball
volleyball are offered on coed these problems.
bash
The final registration d
women learns Murphy,
tramural It
been a referee feels lhat co-ed. competition begins. Kenny urges
sports are played more lor fun and
anybody who has an idea for a new
less for the competition. He feels
sport to meel wilh her II someone
lhat in the segrcvsied play, men
wishes to add a sport, "come on in
lake win«>"%>> : .seriously than
and suggest it to us and we'll see
d$ ";
:-:iew becomes
we can get Ihe ir

Uni

■'Ai the c
e could

honestly dldi
UNH. but the
iob It's been
year." continued the

9H Workers Picket Construction

Marvelous Balls and il was Ell You
Sea Kay over ihe While Dopes
Punk.
On Tuesday night k
League "
Carolyn Hodges, back m the Flashy •"'
lineup went right lo work leading trine Lady Stags with 17 p"' \
-\
,^(

kids c

The Lady Wildcats, then ranked
cond in New England jumped

The cry to resume ihe draft Is getting
louder these days The decision ol Presl
dent Reagan to allow the compulsory registration process to continue has met with bipartisan support In Congress, while a Newswee* poll conducted a little over a year ago
shows 50 percent of Americans favor a return Ol the draft
Why Is this so? With
has been given
nam veterans, II
ol that debacle
twice about the
elve militaristic p> """
.„ consensus
thai has been brought lo light In recent
years Is that America Is too "weak "

Domta?

Robert Muller, ol the Vietnam Veterans of
America, has posed the question, "Does not
the strength of a nation rest In the solidarity
and will of Its people end not in its military
stores?" One merely has to look beck to the
Vietnam era to answer that question.

Las Vegas last night at
Meadowlands Arena, and has
ruciai league contest against
>dnam next Saturday I
Stag1.

s conscripted armed force would have more
serious problems than today's AVF."
..w
„ "

"*"• «*»■•«• «• —' w ™r *£J; T™*
commanders, and especially Importantly

About the team':
"everyone on
Ing - not Oramal

most Of the non-commissioned officers,
the most elleclive peecetim- ■-century Th» —

Delivers
issfon on the
~.r. points out that -All lour of the active
duly armed forces have generally been able
to maintain authorized strength since con
scrlptlon was abolished To claim otherwise
raises serious questions about Congresslonal Inleni." Meckllng substantiates this
by showing the number ol people In uniform
waa2000andgreateratlheendoll979lhan
the military had budgeied lor
It has been claimed ih ' "*» recruit ol today is not of accepter a^.
"-average scores ol recn # "a\ —

being given to legitimate aspirati
determination The up-lront ideology ot the
US. governmenl —Ihe battle againsl Com
munism — actually operates against Ihe
best interests of Ihe people as it keeps the
world free tor American capitalism
Support for these military regimes has
brought successive U.S. govei
against the Church in Latin Amei
Rockefeller return*" '

j^,, ^^ ,rom
records
carla Lohmann 1
„ontl race ,„ |hfl 1500 m
|aced lhlrd in ,hB 9ecorld
shB
nM| W|,h a ,lme o) 0 05 30 5 This
m% w„ 6 M 9BCOr,ds ,„,„, ,han
palrflelde old record (set by
Lohmann at the Southern Connec
tlcut State College Invitational).
Lohmann'a pace we:
•■** over the lime needed lo
9cr,ooi

"All ihe hard work Is now starting to pay oil" This Is what the
coach ol the swlmmlno •*""
Pyrch. had "■

., so it would seem that
mis has been a fruslratlng year lor
_.,u dlvidlng"the PV"=h squad.
It in place aa a chief
One ol the lop swimmers. Caro.pporter of the sfaius quo. Despite the ">*> Saballnl. elaborated on this
teak the plan was followed by many Lalln pomt-"11 was difficult because we
American governmenls. and was certainly *•'• >*lmmln8 againsl schools
behind the Ei Salvador 1977 advertising much betier lhan us
c^npalgn fhat urged: "Be a patn
"ill a
"°"< "»■« '""P^""' m«" °
VT.
•*>* vear Is the New Englsnd s neat
m
"'Ihe Church ,n Centra Ame
JLf^
' -rythlng is behind u,
now, nor hn H aw been, a Ms.
' Tf&*% i'» ,ln,'h 'monQ
munist organliatlon. Ita only
Its Iraedom from Ideological

fcke Ou<

coupled
n cenler
Fordham a 30-23
advantage
The Fordham "Sudan Conm
lion" ol Tongal and 6-1^
flona (both reside Ii
You see. it's all In your attitude
Africa) built the Ram K ^P^sV^0^
„,uiawpro
Once you put your mind to it it's
before Terry O'Connor
„,.. >apar chasa
1 disadvantages1'
for sure lhat you could lick the
< indoor track on the defensive clamps on Fordham vnan ) sty that that
situation and nip ihe problem in
which to practice, whereas all the In the final 6:54 ol regulation For- ieie |.s ,t 1 nave
ihe bud. Can you dig where I'm
teams against which we compete dham managed only two Held „ yMar ao mUch as
coming from? Well, I gotta go l^m
have one Also, none of ihe girls goals, as the Slags evened things C|a or conjunction
I lo -en < t belore
,s his stufl. Maybe beat
are on scholarships, so they must up.
Guard Mike Aldndge, who has 1 ,,c |0 because he study I its Later mucholai
fir
by Jemes Hogsn Love
our efforts lo go unnoticed
athletes Howeve
against
5tafY Wrffer
My Dad Hied to tail Mnm ituu
season, and as
successful." her
Wh
The club's nex* bul 0
Then,
flrfleld County 1 other
short it
.rch B. at Stapli comp
ted il i
it pom.
con vi

<£"

m

t**,**V

Opened a new seasoi
Bridgeport s Downtown Cabaret
Theatre on October 30
The setting is old Rydell High
•".ee, nsther Ihen where the start ol yet another
school year brings ihe usual
w boa; I do not at sort ment of stereotyped
it went It ae a very students There ere the Greasers
H at ail. I want -the tough leather-(acketed. foul
inredcal and godlKte act to mouihed demticta. led by Danny
**grewvera)fawwtifcwanother Zucko (played by Darren DowieO
and their eoually raunchy female
counterparts, and the Pink

cesslul day. She qualll
National Champlonshli
second straight year in tl
backstroke posting a
seconds. Her first place
yard backstroke was
presslve. Pyrch called
1:06.77 "the best perfoi
he year."
Freshman sensations
edway and Ksthy Walker
td good days. They had S
rles between them. "*"
..nlshec 1st In the 100 and
yard In termed let n and the 100 yi
breaststroke. Kathy captured
In the 200 and 500 yard freestyle'
Lynn Angelo, a National quali"
last year, succeeded In breaking
her own school records
and 3 meter dives She totaled 176
points In the 1 meter dive and 1M
points In the 3 mater dive. The remaining first place winners were
Carolyn Sabatini, Lorl Bean,
Joanne Ouiian, and Katie O'Donnail.
The New England Swimming
p|a
Championships will be held the Aiman
~-e of February 26th at the peana by. predicts the en:husetis In croaehing winter season will be
**'y "average" November proving to
"*ri warm broken wilh a blast
snow siorm on the

>&**•

other sy,
It Is possible
: from 8 to 12 weeks
lepatitus 13 contracted orally, or
fecally For example, in Ihis case.
Is believed several people drank
>m the same glass. Students are
larned lo be especially careful at
his time.
As Dean Schimpf warned, hepaus Is "an extremely seric
lease." He urges any
do inose 1 ve gone IU
es and I'll have to
iling before the
my dad can te-

xSrft

It is ihe obiigattoi,
share their fdees with
stonetly share with us the kste.
people; people who have affected
and people who have affected our society;aa^#
With this in mind, here are a lew Ideas that;
other peopte have had. but that 1 eraa fortu
nate enough to have reed:
Herbert Stein In Tht HeVJ Sfraef Journal,:
October 20,1901
"» there were no Social Security System!
peopre would make more private provision j
for thaer own retirement 11 there were ndj
federal expenditunsa for *
Ihe present recipients would earn more for!
themselves, some would lecelve support]
from state and local governments and some?]
would receive private support. It lederef!
runds for the National Endowment for
Arts are cut there will be some lunda
other eourcee. I dont mean to suggest tl
theae art compiets offsets lo Ihe
cauaed by cutting the federal program*
though In some caeesthev will beccmpJ
offsets or batter. But the net loea
1 be smew relative to the Si*
expenditure out."
1,SJ>
Editor of T*e MM/ »/wat >■
11 t«1.
"Them is serhape
he Qufta so greet
glouafarkretoundi1

by Richard Swietek

There may be a tendency an «

Drew MkJdleton, military affairs specialist
tor the New York Times, wrole on March 13

ires

ore than "a cloudy
iimas." January
February ■ lev
was tiiagno'
depart mp

ac

ehabllllation process
ndergone by bulimics is otten
and costly. "It took me eight
inths with a psychialrisl before)
n began to improve This lc
1 cheep," Evelyn remembers.,
, I had to be hospitalized, ,
lor dehydration and mal- e
ion. They had to feed me Intone, lime."

TheBloo-

getting largei toward Ihe altar
The:

ding Mr John G Pheian 1:

President Ford Delivers
Tenth Olin Lecture

IPS SUPERFAN!

enioy the view wrl

Team Effort Proves
planning

games from r
ire spent in the ac
on When asked

Mr Pheian replied
I the basic programming call(or ihe chapel 10 be buiii above
;upied spaces, also allowing tor

buildmg ha<; overlooked 0
ous Now. hopefully
qaie wanders up I'^i

the aesthetic desiqn
hoard tirsl wilh
ti

Townhouse
Continues

. softened by
can walk from
Ihis Bensuous waterhote *■
one dangerous dip And no man
does.
Eager 10 emoy me Came
delights of tecuin launtmg
whirlpool wading are Fairli
students who ate drawn
whirlpool adjacent to the

ii i-O has become 4
a Coach Jim Kuhl. d
*em to i>no the rti ,esel
'•on when will pro- ,ng 1
■ Strong performance She!

» dream then
downing
veth Kline

Univen
Gradim

changes ■■
riculum.
The changes instituted ai.V
last year's enienng class. At
freahman. the Class ot 19B4 was
given Physiology In the past
Physiology was part ol Ihe
sophomore nursing student's
load. Another change m
the succession of

rent There ■
There is
whether a govern
which she reci . Itonal c>..
1
According to-..
Ihe
"Wi
We've been bralnslor 1 Collage ol Arts and V..
i, Dr
ing tor the best arrangement 1 Stephen Webet. LACSP ofiers. ' a
content and programming " De ' valuable interdisciplinary ejrPorter and Sldeleau cite .
' perience lor students land) an
ol student (eed occasion tor faculty to combine
nl what generatet 3tnns Bnd talents" The program
of courses in language.
ics. soci
ich desl
inCarib

" Koppel To Address Graduates ;*;

ams to be p
future He
;e backgrou'
lhat point. Y
1
le. he wants
'
ne bul Channel 49 is currently
and stay
not
aspect ot a pro .uctlon. di
ie will work ion Chekhov's "Uncle Vanya,
ito producing.
be shown later this season
working lor three years various olher artistic prod
C. as technical director ,ions -fB |MlljrM mroughoui I
t*ii>irt Pr*n «* a v-Jir ai-

and Sandy ending their summer
romance to attend separate
schools However, a change in
Sandy's plans now tinds Ihem
together at the same school.
elated to see each other. But peer
pressure forces Denny to maintain
his cool image in Ironl of nis
friends, while the innocent Sandy
doesn't understand Ihe act Along
with trying to be accepted bv the
Pink Ladles. Saidy must now
devise a plan to win Danny over

ings lhat call

he condit

aAftr^ ftp*
approximate!
.dents in the Connecticut area
If*
a»*jV^->w
tf| »
/i\*P railed Iheir Nursing Boards, which
have given them a license
■J thai to pracn
-ancelled
Although the final percentage
of failures is nol yel available.
Deen Porter feels lhat last year.
ares1a
specials t
almost
ment
ulect
economy.
arts minded per
Of man
ait
' *
abounds The BBC's
> series and other and lls ore measure 01 our graduates " Dean
areledera Porier fell Ihai lasl year was um
isiica are shown
to
Dorna
because
lot the first time
aue
jughout the year. Most of these
shows are large scale productions costs hur siudents did not realize there

ccess and thai's what i'dwono' r< worn s naro to xeeo
ormed "Com
him There is gooc'PUD''c
be made in film, with tht n«PO'|». a guide to belni
lie. but it's a >ot of sail ccareful shopper, is especially
__ Corn
end full. Iheir acting strange for a supposedly
d their combined ettorts
pnest to say this to
*s"m"<jttfijQ make their characters
policeman, bul m tact.
realistically engaging Bruce Brantne lfuMt iin«s said
ca should be
for his supei
snow's cnoreoi
starring in 1w<
directing ol Ji
her innovative techniques.
who are living opposite
foi a highly successful show
are brought into a contlic
I se;
homocide ol a prostitute
If the opening night ol a play
driven wilh determmali
usually proves lo be the roughest.
Ihe murderer and the othei
Men the cast and crew ol
with guilt lor knowing
Grease" have nolhing_to worry he will admit

Remember when we came here as freshmen and
wished we could be as "cool" as the seniors were about
classes and partying? Funny, now that we're here it
doesn't feel any different, and if a freshman looked up j
to me, I'd laugh in his face.
Remember the floor parties? Wall-to-wall people and I
beer and punch that would twist your eyes around if you
drank enough. They weren't just parties, they were social occasions and galas the Gettys and Rockefellers
would die to get into. Now they are gone for good. I'm
sorry the freshmen couldn't exprience just one so they |
could know what the upperclassmen are talking about.
Remember Macke? We screamed for a change, and |
we got Seller's. We shouldn't have screamed so loud.
Remember your first trip to the Naut? Did you lose|
your lunch like I did?
While we're on the subject of bars, remember the Surfside, O'Brien's and Scenario's, and how about Al'sl
Place. Two of them went out of business, one changed!
its name and clientele, and only one still survives. It just j
goes to show you that small little dives are an Ameri-|
can way of life and will out-live our kid's kids.
Remember water fights out on the quad? Almost five]
hundred screaming, dripping, exam-crazed students letting off steam.
Remember all the trees and green fields andvwalks?|
Now, everywhere you look there's cement, concrete, and j
other assorted hardware.
Remember the late evening sunsets you could glare!
at from the windows in the dining hall? You can't seej
them anymore—RO.B. blocks the view.

ices ol bulimia
rare. This is believed to'
basic physiological and
di'terenci
es and females At:
ilcs are between
and 23 and oftei

z' JA*>*
.SA< it year s senior

Novemh
«"*-

The Fairfiel

REME

"Yeah, 1
players are gonna feel thai way

Notes
-id had a
mark wilh St Francis
Amazingly. Fai'field
ball over GO limes lo
nents' 43 in Ihe Quenns

From Ihe Economics Dept . Or
James A Buss disproved the
State Dept s reasons for the U S
in he invnlvt>rt m El Salvador lor

for the

only pathway through which
ecovery can come

appari
Churcl
fascia!
^
. —. me Adminlati
. - ■* need to the otters of
the Seh/adoran Church to mediate between
the junta and the guerillas Reagan seems
10 prefer government statistics on civilian
deaths over those ol the Church or Its associated human rights aasoclallons—perhaps
because government statistics claim only
about one-tenth of the probable totals, ft Is
aa It are preferred HimnMer's word on Ausch
wltz "casualties" over that of the cam|
cnapialni
The Church's involvement In the heart of
the conflict goes bach to an effort—II
began ih Ihe mld-ei.tles—to reorient
'■ the
throughout the contlwo
me Church
1
1 the middle and upper chsssj
noor, consequently in'
■tally lives Of '
'nvalent
fc
poor
pntsston

egral part ol a
t power bloc "

she says.

Written wilh Intelligence and a
philosophical approach. Kiss
Slipping Beauty Good flyo oilers
a new direction and Invites r
and women to leave behind iheir
"fairy tale" lives and walk into the
together.

In neighboring Guatemala, an entire
diocese has been closed down because the
government has made It impossible lor
priests and lay leaders to continue their
work, tn Nicaragua the Church played a significant rote In at least the final stages ot
the civil war thai ousted dictator Somoia
Four prleats now occupy senior posts In
the new govern men l—one even as Foreign
Minister.
In these Central American countries, the
Church remains the single Inatitutln""
defender ol the rights m
it doe*
visit

a to prevent, i

O'Connor agreed that Ihi
lion involved may improve th
Stag's chances ol pulling oft a
upset.

Kenneally Defeats
McCarthy By 4-1 Margin
er UNH 72-62 lo record her lOOIh
n of her coaching career

Dept . I
stated, "'
my eslln
becommj
^xpandm

tor everybody. The whole program
is geared 10 what the students
wanl, we're open to suggestions "
Rich D'Antonio. and sharp
Mike Aldndge win all t>e
select group ol seniors apig in their last home game

Record Voter Turn Out

ponts Freshman canter Katrine
Fields led the Lady Slags scoring
12 points and hauling down Id re'
bounds while her hlgli acfiocl
by TM Caaay

iommenting c
ty ol Soviel II
way ol supplies lo ihe leftists
Petry was quoted as saying
"There is no proof that arms are
being supplied in any mean
ingtul way by eithe' Cuba or

allow visiting nurses in their
senior year to have knowledge ol
psychological subject mailer prior
lo having to apply » practically

STAG MANIA!

1 me morning ol October
Rep Con- ear several thousand peopi
ingress and ge ff0m seventet
Com lustery New York City
er on the steps ot the Nev
.ty interns- ibrary to cetebrale the cul
Yerevan ior Human Survival
The Caravan is a broad-base
ludeni. religioi
irgamzalions as
vhich spans the length ol the
"onaole K co"' Commencing
dkag
IrHti •■-■ 0
tver 15.000 signatures lo
ilanilesto
The Human Manifesto
or a global referendum 1
legotiated m the McCioy-Zc
comniPl.JSSR. A summary ol Ihe pi
—- lean lormaitv endorsed
iclude
g. developn

A.S.S. BOOSTS STAGS

Fairfield Mirror

Sivety forms ine digits 10. M trie
opposUs direction Clever-bui is
this (me art'
Step Fall." H . bronw sculptura measuring 114x12x12 inches
■—'- as n is tan.
mant ihai a
naiic medl.i. the scui;
fleble F,
ing-bat i
earf
Ona grand statement mad
# Whitney exhibit is mere
definition o' fine an
seven nee The an of thie $
ade has broken (he n
ern an caiegorliin
"post-modern I si
oi be
museum walls.
"Running Fence.
ma County and
State of CalJforni
34-mile-long
which lasted
1976
Breaking

Future Holds
TI plagues ins oecaoe
ntlea. w it reflects the
I our society s
I no single style
. )ust «»
•re no longer narrow
» atlaci of lie radical
nine, ihadexpectc painting, by Roy
i and Andy Warhol
■ exhibit, but *e
locnner e 'Tan lo 10"
it t "Slap Falls''
approaches earth
rsl gianca <s iuai an ar
■ of white pebbles on

May 3

One ol tn* most distasteful domestic
problem) facing the nation is violent
crimes Sheltered in suburban communities
iSOften
™ i™Q«^^»«V ""-DirtM
mered
"C
Switch on me lube ana
ving room AM the news
""ew York City Our
nones are the
"voughout

ware ab'
by Thomae P. Meoee
Catalysts
weie una Contrary to me opinion of the man «
'or erad Charge Of the Sports News m tins paper,
violence
Ce now ifheWonoChempi

of Baltimore a number of weeks ago
On that topic a greet deaf of atywide tn
was associated wnn tnai now relocated n
was hardly a loyal Co* tan lor the simple n

Page 9

by Carte Angelone
As me tn.ru m the Ethics Ic Practice lecture
Geoffrey C Hazard. J< of vale Law
day nigni on the subject
wr Huaid is presently
American Law inst-iute
or at Law at Vale Law
it Law and Managemem
(annation and Manegeseveral books including

Police Patrol Beach Area
Act On Complaints

innocent tire league, the
causesofwith a 2SO aver,
gelling n.
II se*n-Pc«nU
Ibcombat
,, elude sending away Namibia lor a legally cer
tihed wrichdocior who would be able lo take me
nff of the birds Some Battimoreans believe
•* World Senes patches on me team
i are the source of the bad HX>
"MII may have, the cold
""Otes are ihe worst

Unoies are a greai •
brought many honors to tne city but rf
were a lixiure thai was anchored lo the [

n ha tectu'e bv si

never tormeBy codilied Laws Such ai lawyer/
client confidentiality attorney/client privilege
and me lawyer's obligation lo the court are all
lews i
For

believed to be tour key probteme that o
much attention in legal ethics. Feet. Hazard focused on the issue ol lawyer's competence,
responsibly of a lawyer tim
.«». ■»-■—»>'«>-■»»**-»~iTu---~r.

sioning client wrongdoing
wonooomQ and violation ol the
law collowing the Canons, the more comprehensive and complex ABA Cook of PrvHttionaf ReaponsiMty was formulated lo retted
changmg va'uee The ABA code with its oo/tjojtj-

rs only when he is comoatenl
compete™ lo do
render services

nnued

Monthly beta are sent lo thai person.

(be TownhraiM new- "

Thefts Increase On Campus 5
Next. Haza-d spona about some olthe CfueJnV
cations to the generally accepted rule of eonfidentiakty One such instance would be if en

but
t-"-j
money u notu _-l
the only
thing you I have to worry
about " He humorously commented on weafoy
shopping and other aspects of iroepenoent living which wan be new lo residents
Phytfce Frupetncr.. Director of Student Reev

-£vtye< the show Steve said 'The auo
eninusustic and fwtweV ueaVcowd we've
ed lor as tar as response " When poeed wen
question
■orvjed wkingty. etecloc jazz al tt beat In
tone he then IOU me that "Ihia
' Ihe onginai lusion bands like Miles
Mahawshun m ihai we are be-bop
ing lock mtiu^i" ■- nnt rock mufcannough VtM In.
■ation wiU contiunue Journey is his long ■
<g good songs, whereas Vital informal IOT m
getting off on creative impulses
has done Quite
mat you meet a musician who can play in
1 tnai sells out 20.000 MaI auditoriums and
lya lo an audience ol only 100 fans fusl tor

ge Increased

But tor some reason the rule was
only play in one
; understand why then bul I
also understand why I kept
ill why I was never noli'ied abuu>
ghborhood street hockey games and
was always Ihe referee in tcuch
got a imie better tn eighth grade That a
. »n I goi my first muscle wheh. rl I recall, wee j
'•ny tower right ce* So with my newly matured
1
began to tare a lime better in sports I
scored 11 points in a J V basket-'
' 1 cheerteeder yelled "Yeah Joe"
lo play Varsity
md entered college with
'•finite upswing
'* were not in my
vocabulai, ■** )
M intramural*
search ota.. ^ae*e) .
-oukJnow
go out and show
skinny guy who
ihe typewmer
This was to be ihe year
year ihai The Reemera would w
ball Championship and I would walk
nlo Ihe
ilh a girl on each one Ol my shoulders
This was lo be the year that i emerged from the
a force in Ihe world ol spons

Experience

Remember cramming for exams, and all-nighters
working on term papers and finals. Those will be done
soon, and then it'll be late-night frozen dinners and
brown bag lunches at the office.
Remember wondering what you were going to do after school and if you would ever get a job? Remember
having that feeling last night?
Remember blowing off Friday classes, because you
thought your head would blow-up after Thursday night
out? And remember trying to recall what you did on that
fateful night and how you got home and into bed? And
especially who took your clothes off?
Remember waiting in line for hours at the infirmary
because you had a funny pain in your arm, and getting
Sudafed and Chloraseptic for it?
Remember coming back each semester and saying
this was the one you were going to bear down and do
well? Then you blew off all your work for twelve kegs
at the Point.
Remember the girls? Remember the guys? Remember how the ones you really wanted were already taken,
or didn't want you?
Remember how hard you worked for an A, and how
that lousy prof gave you a D?
Remember the first time you got sick? Remember the
last? Do you remember anything at all? Or were you in
a state of mental and physical incoherency? GOOD.
Remember all the heartaches?
Remember all the laughs?
Remember all the friends?

Successful For Lady Stags
Meets
lot No.e
7 30 p
which is incorporated
Dialed with Fairfield
frsily administration, has in
i debt ol approximately
■ecticul state sales t

week They only gave up five walks
in three games and had an E R A
aiound lour Bui I think it you I
been following Fairfield baseball
recently, you can guess how Ihe
hitting was That's right They ba!
ted 2tl with eighi rbt's Result:
one win. two losses, and an overall
record of 5 16
The week started olt with a 6-1
loss ai the hands of ihe University
of New Haven The opponenls

top of the second off starter Dave
Casena Alter yielding three con
es. Casena proceed
ed ii
. The t!
run scored on a fielder's choice
The Slags gol their only run of Ihe
game in the lOurlh when Mark Por
tanova led oil with a single
Following a Steve Carlollo strikeout, freshman Chris McKenna rapped a double. Another freshman.
Charles Knighi drove In ihe run
with a sacrif.ee fly lo deep cenier
In the meantime. Casena had set
tied down and pitched to only 14
halters over the ne»l tour innings
a
d engmeenng technique
ii he was louched tor a run in the
-mmunications innth and two in the ninth. The
lied out. Ihe com
dropped Casena's record to

Remember...Remembering?

produce <
! feets thai his preseni roie as
Director ol Ihe Sluoeni Enterlam
'
Nursing Pent Commission will prove a
| 100d background for his career
, n>u u--.~ ''•"*
Should they be responsible lor 'e. he has
Hie debl. they dan lo pay it in in leading to
stallments. Since then treasury 'he aid of.
will not cover such a large
money. Ihe Board of Directors B
plans to establish campaigns '

Hepatitus Cases
Strike Fairfield Students

#1 A

This a°ains'

Hesse says
undecided (lr
guess I wan
business whnI goi mn
I pi-

al one it stayed
it way until the secona seeded player ot
lop ol the mnt
wiih Tiso andplaye, f,om'Holy Cross
UConn pitcher
locked in an i inse piicher'
duel ButTisohi1
the nmtn. A sacrifice b
single gave the Huskies
entering the bottom ol Ihe inning.
Bul a Mark Portanova walk was all
1'iey could muster and Fairfield
absorbed a tough 2 1 loss The ma
|or reason was ihai alter Charno
first inning homei no Slag - f%. ^»V ,
The Slags salvagr-'
defeating MA'"
7 6 The"
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Seniors you better make the best of your last few college
days because after May 20 there'll be no more sleeping
on the job, no more drinking on the job, and no more
lazy afternoons at the beach to work on your tan.

When you're packing to go home -

REMEMBER. . .

Don't throw it out!
Donate it to the

LADY STAGS
TAG SALE
Bring all items to the Rec Plex
before you leave for home
(Not sure? Bring it!)
THANKS
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FINAL EXAM
SPECIALS

AUIMTOI'S
Ice Cream Manufactory
&£>&

Congratulations Seniors!

!
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Effective May 3 to May 11

IS

I

Buy One Pint or Sundae

GET ONE FREE

collectors beer s
cans available Y

70 Reef Road, Fairfield

II

Summer/Permanent Jobs
People Oriented?
Athletically Inclined?
Age no barrier if 18 or over. We
train. Opportunity to gain business
experience and travel one out of
every three weeks. No car necessary
unless you are a manager. Can earn
$3,000 to $5,000 this summer.

Contact Father O'Neill
or call 866-8692.

If you
are a senior
with 4 months
to graduation
you may qualify
for our college
graduate
finance plan!

ANNUAL
9nn/
U /n PERCENTAGE RATE
U

■ %M /U FINANCING

You May Qualify For A Loan With No Prior Credit References
• Varied Payment Plans

• Delayed First Payments

vow Hfv ro R eerwff OIRL

KEY
merrmm
LinCOLfl.mERCURV

US IKXITH MI..B0IOGEPOOI. CT. 33S-IKEV

_- ".

..__ »i__A Lincoln-Mercury

the more trie •AMC/JEEP/Renault

ROUTE 5, WALLINGF0RD • 265-2001
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CALL 259-1764
FREE DELIVERY

II
I

* DELIVERY POLICY
All Transactions must be done with students over20 years of
age. Be prepared to sign age statement forms and have proper
ID (Drivers Licence and FU ID). Deliveries will be made between
6-8 pm Thurs, Fri. & Sat. "CALL BEFORE 6 PM". SALE ITEMS
NOT APPLICABLE ON DELIVERIES.

Summer/Permanent Jobs
for Students,
Actors & Teachers
Publisher of child development and
reference materials is looking for people
who don't look or act like typical sales
people. Neat appearance, skilled at
communication. Visit young families at
home like an academic version of the
"cosmetic lady." Sleep until noon, then
work hard. Best last summer earned
$10,000 in commissions. Guys and gals
work together as a team. Win college
scholarship and a free trip to Hawaii. Age
no barrier if 18 or over.
Interviews being held Friday, May 4
and May 11 at 3:30. Contact Father
O'Neill for appointment with Michael
O'Rourke, class of 1974.
(Limited to the first 25 applicants)

!
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Be Serious! lough About It
by Curt Washburn
As some of you may or may not know by now,
I have been the subject of a continuing seres of
articles concerning my less-than stellar athletic
talents. Along with the articles have come many
questions, such as, "Why does everyone abuse
you so much?", or, "Don't those articles bother
you at all?" The truth of the matter is, no, the articles don't bother me because I know that all the
"unflattering" comments were meant to be funny, and they were. In fact, I've enjoyed the articles. They have made me somewhat of a legend
in my senior year, and I figure I should make the
most of it now because it won't last long. Still, the
questions and the comments persist. "Curt, I

me." I can understand why people might think
that I was upset, but I think it's important that we
all keep our perspective in this matter. After all,
this is the Fairfield Mirror, not the New York
Times. Even if it were the Times, what difference
would it make. This isn't supposed to be taken
seriously.
A close friend of mine recently told me that he
was "fed up" with this school and couldn't wait
until graduation was over with. Ironically enough,
it wasn't the work, or the teachers, or the underclassmen that created this feeling of disgust, it
was, and is, the other members of the senior
class. He was amazed, as am I, that collectively
we all seem to be taking the most trivial matters
far too seriously. When we (the seniors) arrived

here in September of last year, we all had visions
of grandeur about how this was supposed to be
"the best year." In trying to make this year great
for ourselves, we lost our perspective, and wondered why our friends didn't go out of their way
to make things special for us. Obviously, they
wondered the same thing about us. The prevailing attitude seems to be, "Why doesn't everyone
try to understand me?", when in fact we've made
no effort to try to understand them. In trying so
hard not to take ourselves seriously this year,
we've all become very serious about the things
that are supposed to be fun, like the parties, the
dances, and the events. I find it amazing, and
very sad, that people who have been friends for
four years are letting that slip away because of
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what someone said at '84 Nights, or what someone did at Dogwoods, or what someone plans to
do during Senior Week. In the long run, these
things are all so very unimportant. We have to
keep in mind that we aren't in the real world yet.
Once we get there, maybe we will realize that
what we perceive to be major problems today are
miniscule compared to what we will have to face
tomorrow. I suppose the point I'm trying to make
is that, if we all stopped worrying so much about
enjoying ourselves, and learned to take everything a little less seriously, then maybe we would
all have a little more fun along the way. Why
should we wait and laugh about this later on.
Why don't we laugh about it now, and realize that
it wasn't worth crying about in the first place.
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May Day Welcomes Spring
by Karen Comiskey, Brenda Gibbons
and Colleen McLoughlin
Once again, the arrival of the annual May Day
festival brought about a mixture of sun, games,
food and music, all of which combined to make
for a fun-filled day. The FUSA sponsored event
was the highpoint of the University's "Spring
Week" for 1984, and a fitting follow-up to Friday
night's Dogwood dance.
The day began with a performance by guitarist
Paul Wayne, who used his quick wit to liven up
the growing audience. He entertained with various popular medleys, including familiar television
theme songs and original compositions. Next on
the musical lineup was Itopia, a reggae band
whose unique style was a refreshing addition to
the day's events. The musical performances
were met enthusiastically by students, and resulted in positive reactions by the entertainers who
later expressed their desire to return to Fairfield.
For those who sought more active forms of entertainment, FUSA provided a number of other
activities in which to participate. The ever popular
elephant and camel rides were offered to those
adventurous individuals who wished to be "trans-

ported" into the wilds of the jungle. Several brave
individuals faced the icy cold waters of the dunking booth in order to taunt would be Tom Seavers,
while others displayed their talents in the hot dog
and pie eating contests. Steve Caraccia exhibited his outstanding athletic abilities by winning
the keg toss, while still others chose to take part
in frisbee games and kite flying.
Food and drink were in abundance throughout the day, with the customary barbeque being
supplemented by the Student Nurse Association's bake sale. The arts were also represented
at the events, with a table set up for caricatures
and tattoos. The only negative sentiments expressed were those regarding the manner in
which students over the age of 20 who wished
to drink were separated from the rest of the activities. The drinking area was located to the far
right of the entrance, and provided no access to
any of the day's activities. As one disgruntled
senior commented, "May Day was a lot of fun;
unfortunately we couldn't hear the band or see
any of the contests!"
Aside from this minor disappointment, the day
was enjoyed thoroughly by all who attended.

Few could fill this position and ring the bell at Saturday's May Day.
[Photo by Bill Gahwyler and Gerry McPartland]

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

Spring Concert
The third annual Spring Pops Concert will be
presented by the Women's Chorale on Sunday,
May 3rd, at 3:00 in the Oak Room. The concert
will feature popular arrangements performed by
the group such as The Rhythm of Life and the
Theme From Mohagany. Also featured will be solos performed by individual members.
The Spring concert season for the Chorale has
been quite outstanding. In March, the women
were invited by the Alumni Association of Greater
Waterbury to perform a joint concert with the
Men's Glee Club at Holy Cross High School in
Waterbury. During Spring Break, the Chorale
travelled to Rome, Italy. Their concert tour included singing at an Ordination Mass at North American College, the Jesuit seminary in Rome. The
Chorale also sang at Santa Susanna Church and
in the crypt at St. Peter's Basilica at the privileged
alter in the tomb of St. Peter. The highlight of the

trip, however, was their performance at a General
Audience for Pope John Paul II. The women were
the only group to perform for the Holy Father and
the more than 6000 people in attendance from
around the world.
When asked her thoughts regarding the Rome
tour, senior club president Maryellyn Haffner
commented: "Singing for the Holy Father and actually meeting him ws an extremely exhilarating
and emotional experience. It was quite an honor
to be able to represent Fairfield University in that
capacity abroad."
The Chorale also peformed in Boston at St.
Regis College later in March. The Pops Concert
is their last performance this semester. Admission is free and a reception will follow the concert. Make it a point to take a well deserved
study-break an come to see them on Sunday. It
will be a thoroughly entertaining performance!

Pachyderm...any of various thick skinned nonruminant hoofed animals that annually carry three
Fairfield students at May Day event.
[Photo by Ellen Dougherty and Craig Dickinson]

Alto Saxophonist Mesmerizes Crowd
by Thomas P. Moore
Musical arrangements by artists as diverse as
Alexander Glazunov, Eugene Bozza, Paul
Creston and Johann Sebastian Bach were featured in a performance by Christopher Valletri
and Dr. Orin Grossman on the alto saxophone
and the piano respectively. It was Valletri's Fairfield debut as a classical performer saxophonist;
he is a senior English major who plans to pursue a career in the music industry.
The Oak Room performance opened with a
piece by Glazunov entitled, "Concerto For Saxophone," a piece in which Velletri coaxed sounds
out of his sax that one could certainly never hear
in a jazz club. The composer of the musical arrangement was a native Russian.
After that work was concluded, a work by Eu-

gene Bozza, "Aria," followed. It was so named
because it was written in the style of an opera
aria to be performed by a saxophone. The piano
accompaniment was executed by Dr. Grossman
who has been on sabbatical this term.

Classical

The medium sized crowd then was serenaded with a piece composed by Paul Creston, a
musician who was self taught, creating a background that caused this piece to be particularly

difficult to play because of his unorthodox harmonics. The piece was characterized by modern
sounding notes and hints of short choppy, sounding, fast moving notes. It stood out in contrast to
the slower moving piece played previously. The
last planned song of the evening was entitled,
"Sonata for Saxophone and Piano."
An encore performance included Bach's
"Sicilian", a delicate piece that demanded a great
deal of control in playing. The subtle sounds that
Velletri played were quite notable, considering
the common use of saxophone as a rough hewn,
slightly blasting reed instrument.
The Grossman-Velletri duo went through the
entire performance playing professionally in
synch.
The Bach encore was the end of a very fine
performance that is further notable because it
was only the second time a student performed

a solo before an Oak Room crowd in a classical
concert as part of the Fine Arts Music Series.
Smooth noted performances and the piano
accompaniment brought back memories of
Richard Stoltzeman's concert in the Oak Room
a few months ago. The clarinet sounds he played
graced the Oak Room much in the same manner as Velletri's saxophone.
Velletri's talents can be traced back to his
studies under Robert Fadden who is now Professor of Saxophone at the University of Michigan.
In high school, Velletri did work in dance bands
as well as jazz groups. In 1980, he received a
score of perfect 100 in the New York conference
state competition for his skills on the saxophone.
Performances such as these are a welcome
addition to the cultural life at F.U. The Mirror welcomes more student contributions to the quality of life here.

Last Day for Senior Week Tix
by Tom Danehy
Seniors will have the last chance to close out
their days at Fairfield on a happy note during
Senior Week, 1984. The theme for the week will
be "Around the World."
The week's events will begin on Wednesday,
May 16, with the Senior/Faculty "Champagne
Brunch in Paris" which will be held in the Oak
Room. Tickets for this feast can be bought for
*7.00
On that same night there will be Night Club
Night, English Pub style in the Campus Center.
A cash bar with mixed drinks and beer will be on
hand to get things going, and admission price
for this event is *5.50.
Then on Thursday, from noon to six o'clock a

picnic at Sherwood Island in Westport will be
held. Buses from campus, food, and beer will
make the price of $7.50 well worth it.
Friday, May 18th, you will have a choice of
either going to New York City for the day, or entering a golf tournament here in Fairfield. In both
cases, transportation will be provided to each
place. That night there will be a semi-formal
dance in Alumni Hall. The "Black Rock All-Stars"
will play their original tunes and many other
popular ones. Tickets for this dance are *9.00,
and the dance is B.Y.O.B.
Then on Saturday there will be the Parent/Graduate Dance. In the gym there will be a
trip to the Orient for parents while the band
"Eight to the Bar" plays. In the Campus Center
the theme will be "I Love New York" and the
Trend will play. Tickets cost *10.00

Chris Velletri mesmerized an Oak Room crowd last Monday with his saxophone.
[Photo by Ellen Dougherty]
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The month of April is long gone now and the month of May is already upon us. How incredibly fast this year went. Instead of seeing a light at the end of the tunnel, I found myself watching
an enormous tidal wave rising from the Sound and preparing to swallow me whole as I prepared
to begin my second year with the Mirror.
The end of the year is a time to look back. As editor of Features, it is a time for me to ask what
was accomplished. Unlike News, Politics, and Arts and Entertainment, Features is a section which
can create and illustrate as well as report.

Featuring The Light
by Stephen J. Humes
While administration, faculty, and students look back on the year's events, I find myself doing
the same as i look into the Mirror.
In the Mirror's first issue, we reported that the grading system was changed, the drinking age
was going up, and all varsity sports were made Division I. As new townhouses were constructed, an old registration system was renovated. Former President Gerald Ford came to speak and
Fran Kenneally was elected F.U.S.A. president. A wealthy lady left a generous gift to the university and the Lady Stags became rich with victory. Co-chairs of Orientation moved in, and a dean
is moving on.
The Mirror's new editors took charge and the senior editors, along with the rest of the class,
prepare to graduate. In this, our last edition of the 1983-1984 school year, we fill our pages with
the expressions of the seniors, those who in a few short weeks will enter the world in a different
form, ready to work or continue study, but as a college graduate.
I think it was a good year for the Mirror. We are making strides toward better journalism, and
I think it is working well. Finally, I think we see the light.
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crfgoind: Ok. OcLL Of c4.C.
by Donna J. Schaefer
"Seven—Seven Out! Pay the don'ts; take the
line," I heard the dealer yell. And slowly, but surely, I watched my pile of chips dwindle. Strange,
it doesn't seem like I'm losing real money.
Those of you who went to Vegas Night in the
campus center know the thrill of winning and the
anguish of losing. You know the excitement of ta-

bles filled with dollar bills, cards, dice and numbers. Imagine those feelings magnified ten times
and you enter into the spirit of Atlantic City.
In Atlantic City gamblers don't use artificial dollar bills; they use chips. The result is the same,
though. The gambler doesn't feel like he's betting, and therefore can't lose! Once inside a casino you lose yourself (and your money) in a world
where wallet and imagination run wild. Before
you know it, you're caught up in the fast-paced
jargon and excitement of it, all the time, unconsciously aware of how much money you are losing. You've caught the gambling fever.

As a newcomer to the casinos, I strongly suggest that you bring a guide. If you are not familiar
with the casino language, you might be lucky
enough to find yourself sitting beside a native
speaker, but chances are you'll be left to fend for
yourself. Passing by the tables you hear things
like: Buck on the yo! Four dollars on the hard four.
Six dollar six. Pass me the shoe, And Pay the
line. All the while you're wondering when you left

the planet. The dealers are somewhat helpful,
too. They shoot you a nasty glance if you try to
play out of turn or place a bet when or where you
shouldn't have. So you move the bet to another
number; what's the difference, you are going to
lose anyway.
If you happen to be one of the fortunate few
who do win, leave immediately. Your chances of
losing only increase as you stay. Besides, you
might not be aware of how late it really is. You
see, Atlantic City casinos have no clocks.

[FEATURES!
CLASSIFIED
ADS
Drop by the
Counseling Center for
more information.
Live-in mother's helper in exchange for
room & board & compensation for Fairfield family with 2 children. #762.
Local Student to help with housecleaning starting in May in South Norwalk.
Flexible hours. #763.
Telemarketing. Selling car telephones.
$5.35 hr. & sales comm.—Flexible flexible in Fairfield. #764.
Student to cut small lawn for summer.
Must have own mover in Bridgeport.
#765.
2-3 students needed to work in store
selling swimming pools; chemicals; patio furniture; gas grills, etc. in Norwalk.
#767.
Gardening and general maintenance
on estate in Fairfield. $4 plus an hr. #768.
Security officers needed in Bridgeport.
#769.
Clean house—one or two girls—6-7 flexible hours every other week. $5 an hour
in Fairfield. #770.
AS SOON AS POSSIBLE—Fashion
Illustrator in Westport. #771.
Someone to be companion to 13 year old
girl plus light housekeeping. 3-7 p.m
Mon.-Fri. in Trumbull. #772.
Gal or guy Friday—clerical, typing,
phone, working with figures and some
packaging of sewing notions. Approx. 10
hours week. $3.75 to start in Fairfield.
#773.

Stamford Woman Teaches English
Sometimes we get so caught up in our philosophy core and our next 15 page paper that we
forget about the myriad of other activities at Fairfield U.. These activities should receive attention
since someday we may participate in them.
Barbara Miller of Stamford knows that living in
a foreign country and coping with another language and culture can be extremely difficult.
That's one of the reasons why she is so enthusiastic about teaching grammar-school children in Greenwich who are learning English as
a second language.
"I tried to learn French," she admits, "and
found it very difficult." And, just like her students,
she lived in another country (France) and sat in
a classroom trying to learn in another language.
"But more than language is involved," she explains. "It's the living there that really opens up
your mind to how hard it is to communicate."
Miller is enrolled in the TESOL (teaching English to speakers of other languages) program at
Fairfield University, the only TESOL program located between University of Hartford and New
York University. And while Connecticut teachers
presently do not have to be certified in this area,
a proposal in Hartford is expected to make certification a requirement as it is in Massachusetts
and New York.
Miller says her enrollment in the Fairfield program helped get her the job in Greenwich, where
four elementary schools have TESOL groups.
She works on a one-to-one or one-to-two basis
with children from Polish, Korean and Japanese
backgrounds and says it's challenging. "It's not
really a classroom situation. I work with individu-

Women Need ,JL/Special Care...
We provide it.
Planned Parenthood
Bridgeport 366-0664

als, helping them to survive in another cultureit's very exciting."
Miller took a circuitous route to get where she
is. With a bachelor's degree in history from
George Washington University and a master's in
business administration from the University of
Connecticut, she says, "It never entered my mind
that I would end up teaching."
What got her started in that direction was a
newspaper ad by Literacy Volunteers of America, a group committed to fighting illiteracy in the
United States. Miller volunteered and went
through a six session training period. Her first
student was a woman, born in Italy, who wanted
to improve her Engljsh so she could find a job.
It was a rewarding experience, Miller says, and
before long she was training new volunteers as
well as tutoring.

During the summer session, which runs five
weeks. Miller was able to complete a full
semester's work. She has continued taking
courses and would like to go beyond a master's
degree program and earn a Certificate of Advanced Study.
It's a busy schedule, but Miller seems to love
every minute of it. And she still makes time for
Literacy Volunteers, the group that got her started
on a whole new career.

Poking ©oiuaru jReumotta
by Jo-Ann Home
What do you do every five years after you
graduate from Fairfield? No, you don't call up to
see if they've re-checked your GPA and revoked
your diploma. Instead, you get to find out who's
married, who's having'children, and who is still
enjoying the singles scene. The Office of Alumni Relations sponsors Reunion Weekend for every five year graduating class, giving graduates
the opportunity to get together and see some old
friends and reminisce.
June 15, 16, & 17 have been selected for this
year's Reunion Weekend. The Classes of 1954,
1959, 1964, 1969, 1974, and 1979 are all invited.
They arrive on Friday and begin their weekend
with a cocktail party and buffet, dinner and dancing. Saturday's activities include a cruise and
New England Clambake with entertainment by
a jazz band. Saturday evening there is a house

garden party at Bellarmine followed by an evening of dancing. Sunday morning Mass and
brunch conclude an enjoyable weekend. In addition, the Rec-Plex is open to the Alumni all
weekend.
This year's program will have an added attraction in that lectures will be given by faculty members on contemporary topics. Mrs. Barbara
Sidleau of the Nursing School will give a lecture
on 'Stress', and Dr. Conine will speak on 'Investments'. Also there will be two different talks on
the personal computer and its business applications.
Reunion weekends are a unique opportunity
for alumni to gather and see old friends and
make new ones. They are so popular that some
graduates wonder why they have to wait every
5 years to once again live in a dorm and experience Fairfield life to its fullest!
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Social Change Jobs

Individual or couple to house and child
sit June 6th to June 19th in Darien. 3 children ages 5, 9 and 11. #774.

A Cut
Above
The
Rest

SUMMER Jobs in office and factory in
Milford, New Haven and Bridgeport.
#775.
Freshman or Sophomore—male to
work at Conn. Office Supply, Post Road,
Fairfield. #779.

A year ago, Miller enrolled in the summer institute in TESOL at Fairfield, because "I felt I
needed a better foundation. I knew if I improved
myself, I would be a better tutor and trainer."
Some of the areas she has studied include learning how the mind processes language and understanding speech patterns.

Hairdesign
(203)-255-1866

1559 POST RD.
FAIRFIELD
■

.

Professsional positions with Public Interest roups (PIRGs) available nationwide. Work on environmental/social justice/arms
control issues. Send resume to:
Janet Domenitz/PIRGs/37 Temple Place/Boston, MA 02111,
(617) 423-1796. Summer jobs
also.
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Junior Dave locobucci misses a breakaway in recent Lacrosse action, lacobucci had not scored
in his three years with the team until Tuesday's game when he contributed two goals.
[Photo by Karen Haney)

(Continued from page 16)
and Kennedy have 19, 17, and 15 points respectively.
As the season comes to a close, we would like
to say good-bye to seniors Mike Gallagher, Tom
Latourrette, Bob Castano, captains John Kennedy and Tom Gruchacz, Vice-President Joe
Hliboki and Club President Tom Keenan. They
have all had four outstanding years with the team
and will be sorely missed. The team would like
to thank Coach Kempton Baldridge, trainer Mike
McKeever, and Kelley Whittam, Chris Cahill and
Jane Coyle, the managers. The team would also
like to thank all their loyal fans who have followed
the season, we'll see you all again next spring!

THE GROUNDSTAR
Fairfield's Literary
Magazine

Pick Up A Copy!

TURN YOUR
NURSING DEGREE
INTO GOLD.
They're the gold bars of a second lieutenant in the
Army Nurse Corps. As an Army Nurse, you'll be an officer,
with all the respect and dignity that go with being an officer.
You'll have the opportunity to continue your education, to add a variety of professional skills, to grow in your
profession.
If you're working on your BSN or if you already have a
BSN and are registered to practice in the United States or
Puerto Rico, you could be eligible to become an Army Nurse.
To find out what
you want to know
about Army Nursing,
call MAJ Deborah A.
Bell. Call collect:
301-677-4891 or 301677-4706.

ARMYNURSE CORPS.
BEALLYOUCANBE.
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SPORTS I Baseball Team Ends
1

Qoacnn At "lfl-91
by C'jy I race

After back to back victories over UMass and
Fordham, Fairfield hosted Manhattan and extended their winning streak to three. Dave Moore
pitched eight shutout innings en route to his first
win of the season. Moore's victory was well
deserved as he has been one of Fairfield's most
consistent pitchers this year.
The Stags scored seven runs on only five hits
as they ran wild against the Jaspers. Joe Charno and Ken McGovern played well as did Chris
McKenna, the Stags' leading hitter who had his
nine game hitting streak stopped.
Fairfield suffered a minor setback in a 5-1 loss
to UConn. Chris Tiso brought a 1-0 lead into the
seventh inning, but a three-run homer and two
solo shots in the eighth gave the Huskies a come
from behind victory. McKenna drove in the lone
Fairfield run, but the Stags left the bases loaded twice.
The Stags then bounced back to sweep a
doubleheader from Northeastern by the scores
of 6-2 ad 9-6. In the first fame, Dave Caseria won
his fourth of the season thanks to a five run second inning. The big blow in the inning was Joe
Charno's two run homer.

Junior John O'Connor is second in scoring for the Laxmen. He has 21 goals and 9 assists.
[Photo by Marisa Picornell]

Fairfield struck again in the second inning, this
time in the second game. Emil Martinez had a
double with the bases loaded to score McGovern
and T.J. Paoletta, and Joe Mancini singled in

Martinez and Chuck Knight. They then added
two more for a 6-0 lead, but Northeastern tied the
game in the bottom of the sixth on a two out, tworun homer off George Meuger. Then Fairfield
stepped up in the seventh and regained the lead
on a solo homer by McKenna and three consecutive singles by Mark Portanova, McGovern, and
Knight Doug Hofstedt came in in the bottom of
the inning and saved the game for Meuger.
At that time, Fairfield had won five of six games
and their playoff hopes were barely alive. But
highly regarded St. John's shattered that hope
by sweeping a doubleheader from the Stags on
Alumni Field. The first game saw SJU score eight
runs in the fourth off Bob McCandlish and Rich
Clemens leading them to an 11-1 victory.
Dave Moore pitched well in the second game,
but the Redmen pitching silenced the Fairfield
bats that were so deadly against Northeastern.
Tom Reardon accounted for the only Stag run
with a line drive homerun over the left field fence.
Fairfield thus finished the season at 10-21. This
was somewhat of a disappointment for the many
seniors that had been with the program these
past four years. Still, many congratulations
should go to Mike Delia Vecchia, Chris Tiso,
Dave Caseria, Dave Moore, Bob McCandlish,
and George Meuger for their fine careers at Fairfield. Since everyone except Delia Vecchia is a
pitcher, Coach C. Don Cook faces quite a few
problems for next year's team.

Stags Signs Top Hoop Recruit
by Mark Nessing
and Bob Anastasio
This past Wednesday, head basketball coach
Terry O'Connor signed the first recruit for the up
coming season, 67" Ian Russell from New Brunswick New Jerrsey. Russell who played for St.
Peter's High School in New Brunswick is considered a top prospect. He was rated among the
top 500 players in the nation by Blue Ribbon
Basketball yearbook. Rusell led his St. Peter's
squad to a strong 27-2 record this season, and
a top ten ranking in the state. Noted for his defensive abilities, Russell should add a new dimension to the Stag's front court. A player with his
size, quickness, and jumping ability has not been

seen in Alumni Hall in quite some time. His high
school state show that he pulled down over 11
rebounds a game and blocked over 6 shots,
while also adding 12 points per game. He will be
counted on to add much needed defense to the
front court where opponents shot a phenomenal
53% versus the Stags this year. He had a one
game high of 15 blocks this season, which was
nearly half of the Stag's season total of 32. Russell was named First team All-State Parochial, as
well as Third team All-State in The Newark-Star
Ledger. He was also an All Middlesex County
pick and was named to the All-Tournament team
in the Eastern Invitational tournament. Russell
has been known to jump so high that he uses the
glass backboard for vanity mirrors. He is also

Softball Intramurals
Two new Intramural Softball Champions were
crowned this past weekend in the exciting wrapup of the softball season. For the ladies, the Regis Three Baloogas stormed to a league title with
a 7-1 victory over the Damsels in Distress. In the
Men's division Abbate and Sons came from behind to end Here's the Beefs hope of coming
home a winner with a 13-11 win.
The Baloogas were paced by Janie "I Can Hit
Any Pitch" Howath's three hits, Sue "The Human
Base Hit" Staba's two singles and the marvelous
mound performance of Diane "Look John, No
Walks" Graziano. After two scoreless innings, the
Baloogas exploded for four runs in the top of the
third. Graziano, Liz O'Connor, Paula Dunn and
Howath all scored runs on four hits. They tacked
on another run in the fourth on a single by Linda Judge that scored Jennifer Sullivan. The Dansels scored their only run of the game in the
bottom of the fourth as their leadoff hitter stroked
a double and scored two batters later on an error. The Baloogas rounded out the scoring by
pushing across runs in both the fifth and sixth
innings.
In the Men's division Here's the Beef jumped
out to a fast 8-2 lead after only one inning. Eight
hits by the Beef in that inning seemed to be a bad
omen for Abbate & Sons. At the end of three innings the score stood at 11-4 and the Beefs
looked golden. Then the roof caved in. The Beefs
proceeded to give the game away as they committed well over 10 errors over the course of the
next five innings. They looked like a team full of
Steve Demetrovitz's. Bob Sullivan lead the hooters with four errors and when he wasn't butchering ground balls John Bednarz was walking
them in. Combined with some timely hits by Scotty "The Backbreaker" Robinson and Tom "The
Wind" Landers, the Sons slowly crept back into
the game. With five runs in the fourth they closed
the gap to two runs and the Beef started to show
the signs of stress. Flustered by the crowd. Scott
"Gota Look the Ball In" Fletcher dropped a throw
to the plate by Popgun Coffey and a big inning
was underway.
The key blow in the game was struck by Ge-

off Meyers. He hit a titanic shot in the sixth, a
three run homer, that gave them a lead they
would not surrender. Curt Washbum had one last
chance to even things up in the bottom of the
seventh, but was not equal to the task as he
meekly grounded out to short. Curt, true to his
style of play, refused to run out.the play and
tossed his bat into the crowd in disgust. The
crowd booed him heartily and everything seemed
right in a strange sort of way. Congratulations to
the winners.

able to pick a dollar of the top of the backboard
and leave change. Ian made a trip to Oregan
State and was heavily recruited by Holy Cross
and Fordham...Special mention to Bobby Hurt
who passed up his senior year of eligibility to

concentrate on his academics. Never the less,
when the team was short players due to injuries
back in February, Bobby unselfishly practised
with the team. He basically only got to play
defense in these practices.

Phelan, O'Connor, Langford
Shine For Lacrosse Tear
by Jane Coyle
I think it was Thomas P. Moore who said in last
week's Mirror, "...the elitist sport of Lacrosse
must not be overlooked." Well even though this
quote is being taken out of context, it is time to
get the inside scoop on the Fairfield Lacrosse
team.
As we come to the end of the season the Laxmen are 5-7; eight of the games being played
against other club teams. The other four games
were against Providence College-division three,
the Yale J.V., of which 20 players were from the
Varsity team, Rutgers University and a team of
Alumni players. With such a diversity of teams
to play against the season has definitely not been
short on excitement.
Under the guise of Kempton Baldridge, Aka
the Coach, the season began with a top-notch

:
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Baseball Coaches C. Don Cook and John Howard look concerned. Maybe they're thinking that
all Fairfield's starting pitchers are graduating this year.

team of 33 players pitting their skills against
Providence College. The team won an impressive victory of 12-11, the winning goal being
scored by Larry Phelan with only 55 seconds remaining in the game. Mike Langford had a
fabulous game with four goals and an assist. .
John O'Connor had 2 goals while Tom Gruchacz,
Tom Latourrette, Mike Gallagher John Kennedy
and Tim Byrne had 1 goal a piece.
The Laxmen kept up their fine reputation by
treading over Columbia 16-3. (They might have
higher SAT scores than us, but we beat them every time.) Phelan, Langford, O'Connor, and
Latourrette all had a great game scoring 4, 3, 3,
and 2 goals respectively. Other outstanding layers were Kennedy, Gallagher Gruchacz and
freshman Mike Ronzoni, who had one goal a
piece. And let us not forget the contribution of
Dan Buttling-one assist.
In three valiant attempts to win, the Laxmen
bowed to Yale, Southern Connecicut an UConn.
All the players ran and played hard with special
efforts being made by defensemen Tom Luglio,
Joe Hliboki, Kevin Richards, Kevin Morse, Dan
McNichol and Mike Hone. Goalies Scott Wiele
and John McFeeley had a total of 43 saves for
the three games-24 and 23 respectively.
Although the Laxmen beat Northeastern 13-3,
there were three disheartening losses to Suffolk,
Rutgers and Southern. But Fairfield bounced
back to beat Central Connecticut and our Alumni
team who suit up every year on May Day to play
their Alma Mater. Unfortunately, the team lost to
the U.S. Merchant Marine Academy in their last
away game of the season.
Even though the season had its ups and
downs, everyteam member contributed their
best. Highlights of the season include: Larry Phelan's 9 assists against Central, as well as
Gruchacz's 4 goals in the same game; O'Connor's 2-3 goals in each game; Sean O'Leary's
"walk-in" goal against Northeastern; and the
overall fantastic moves of Latourrette, Langford,
Captains Kennedy and Gruchacz, and Dave lacobucci, who, although he hasn't scored yet, will
always keep trying.
Phelan is the leading scorer of the season wit
36 points-14 goals and 22 assists. Close behind
is O'Connor with 30 points-21 goals and 9 assists. Langford is right there with O'Connor having 22 goals and 4 assists. Gruchacz, Latourrette
Continued on page 15

